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PREF AGE 
Thomas Love Peacock's literary career is a singular one in English 
history. Jlis publication dates span the average man's entire lifetime. 
His last novel, t-r.ritten during his seventy-fifth year, displays the 
same light humor and sharp wit. of his first, written some· fifty years 
earlier. A literary career or this length encompasses many innova-
tions of public interest and taste. but Thomas Love Peacock's novels 
remain constant in style and tone from 1818 to 1861. 
Thomas L:>ve Peacock's novels are commonly divided into bro groups, 
his tales which include ~ Marian and 1'.h2 Misfortunes .Q! Elphin, and 
his novels of "talk" Headlong~. Melincourt. Crotchet Casile, and 
Gr.yll Grange. !~ightmare fo.bbey is classified by one critic as his lone 
novel of "caricaturen and by others as merely another "conversation" 
novel. It is the singularity of these novels 1-mich has marked Peacock 
as a novelist set apart, and has caused one critic to remark, um the 
more because Peacock has no followers, he deserves to be read by those 
who look for fresh vistas in the forest or mind and a.re pleased by the 
untrodden track." 
It is these novels of 0 talkn which first aroused ·ll'lY interest. From 
~ first acquaintance w.i. th Headlong Hall I was lii'!;1are of the unu su.aJ. but 
appealing quality which Peacock's novels hold. With the kind direction 
of my major advisor, Dr. Samuel H. i-.toods, Jr. and. the supportive criti-
cism and aid from r<w second reader, Dr. David s. Berkeley, I was able 
to select the topic of Peacock's characterization for my thesis and 
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IH'rl'?.O.DU CTION 
111omari Love ?eacock1 s place in literature ir; "pre-eminently tllat 
of a satirist .. 0 1 He ~ se s h:i. s novels as vehi clG s with which to sa-
tirize ideas tb.c;t appear ridiculous or. at lear:rt, t'.~mining to him. 
He t:.:i,kes tho precaution to explain. in his preface tc, the 1856 
edition of Lelincourt that he only tnkes as his target Hpublie 
characters ,'l."l.d opinions"; he does not treripat.s on private life. 2 
.J:::n the role of a satirist Peacock 1n"ote seven novels 1'that are 
" unlike ai.-ry other nov10l:; under tho :moon.n.J Bis novels revolve 
. around conversation, not action. ·rhe characters t!ho present their 
· idcar-;, or Peacock• s verr;io.n o.f the:m, i'or satiric oxr,m1ination are 
also unique in the history of tha modern 'iZnglish novel. 
Un::mirious agreement cy critics of an author's mrncass or fail-
ure in a particular form of his T,rork is rare indeed. The.re ha.s 
been, hoviever, in the case o:t Thomas Love Peacock1 s characteti7.a-
tion a rrtrong element of. critica1 condemnation. Fo:r. the most 
part this c:ri ticism is ,:ontained in a. fen bioc~raphies er in the 
1n.ichard Uarnett. 0 '.l'!,owas Love Peacock, n Ess1fl}.l 2f_ .§2 ~-
Librarian (lieu York~ 1901), p. 2BO. 
2rrhmmas L. Peacock, EeJ111cour~ (London, 192?), p .. ,2. 
(Wew York. 
i 
It :ir; t.berf,f\)rc:: a litUc disuonce:rtir1s ·Lo fin:' tf'1at. f'otK.:ock does 
not poLh hi:~ t:h<irac:terr; much b3'yont the typo ~t:)_f:e. Theso d'in-
t'.i.netivu l:x:t obediimt puppetB r:o not var;r i'roc:1 book t..1 book, m-iy 
nore th~n tho ;jrbitra:r:;r :1nticc tbrour1h 1:stdcti theJr nrEi J:ri1t vary 
otthnr .. ·" 
,;};la; plotr:; (o 11ot t:d;'fect hin nlmractort.1; h-1.f, char.:h':=t.ors d.o not 
r.ffect hl~: Jilots.. 'foe f:hn.:ru,1ter-tJ soin independently_ or1 thcl:r 
m;1.1 inC:livi:'lual ax:er,, the r:te>riot'., stt(!h .:,:r-; thoy are, prot~e;;.1,i rm-
oh•:t!'!:.r/1. vr~ly u:i tho11t th01a.-:, 
Tyne iu 2ea~;ock ha:rdl,y (~var ;Kwt;tu:, into chn:r·at1tcw~ ,::i.,r:: T,!ark 
,~ontir1wlly border::: on character d1"~;';tir1r;1 bixt he WJ1.U.C!1 the 
?:)lay oi t:uit 1c;rL1 th.eor:r too 1rell... '1110: uhole ·Nor:lr} is n nalon 
to l.ci .. ;-:_;. ,} 
..... 
ty:.)or,, an(,. f->JGJ!l::rerated t:n,es, ·who$O onl;y duty id to w,11:u::e." r ':1ol•0 
lt . .. . . 1,ont.,;.l.:J ,:a:.'.,Cro, ,t,Jotes for an \ist,ir.mte of :e~rn.t~0{1kf 11 .'Ior'i1,0n .. 
A:)ril, l<Jlt!;., ·ry. 21;,l. 
)_"".b4. J J .... ..,,., .• ; 
;i Grl ti cml ;:-:tt1 :Jy 
- ·-· 
3 
specific criticism .is given lzy- Richard Garnett. l0Ir .. lla:rnett classi ... 
fies Peacock's characte:rs as 1'mere puppets. or at best. incarnations 
of abstract qu.'.l.li ties. or idealisations of disem'bodied grace or 
a beauty .. ~,~ 
Other c:t:itics ·who profer to give Peacock more credit as a 
novelist for his ability to do character draFJ:i.ng are still sparing 
in their praii:JEh 
As for the characters, they begin ey being al.most purely repre .... 
sentative and almost al.lego:rical. except that they have the live .. 
ly personalicy wllich al._legorical figures seldom, save in the hands 
of B.myan, attain .. 9 
Occasionall;y, but very rarely, as in Scythrop of Wightm.are Abbey. 
Peacock transforms a fanciful caricature of an actual person into 
a lifelike and a.biding creation; twice, in the Brother :tiichael or 
E-:l:aid 14.arian ;;i.nd the Sei theeyn of El:ohin, he makes fantastic per-
so'iiages of the highest :merit; once at least, in the t}r. Folliott 
of' Crotchet Castle, he draws a real .ind possibfe figure of his 
011m time uitb extraordinary yery~ and ~'Uccess. lO 
Walter Raleigh,. who is earlier cited as criticizi:ng Peacock for 
full. acceptance o:f them .• 
If there are aey o.f Peacock's persons who are felt to be living 
human characters, they are to be found among his yom1g ladies and 
his drunkards. The first are real. perh~ps because they are. 
"' 0:iUchard Garnett._ p .. 280. 
9Geo:t'ge Saintsbury. ed., Haid Marian and Crotchet Castle, b,y 
Thomas Love Peacock (London, 19551 1 ";)p.niii-xix. 
'lO • • Il11d ... ~ xix .. 
4 
pleasant and sensibl e ( which few of the en r e) , perhaps because 
the author takes fewer freedoms in the portrai ture. 11 
The first type of crt ticism is prote~ted ~ Louis Kronenberger. 
He argues th t "the minute damn Peacock's characters as one-
dimensional., we have missed the point about them. They are ec-
centric ••• and their •reality• lies solely in their in-'.:.ense-
ness . ,12 
Even this qualification does not give a satisfactory standard 
for evaluating Thomas Love Peacock's unusual methods of character-
ization. It is quite t rue that Peacock's character are eccentric, 
rut in their eccentricity alone one cannot justify their reality. 
The critics who are e rlier cited in this paper have not given 
enough time or thought to Peacock's type of novel as it intricately 
relates to and dictat es his type of cl1.1.racter .. 
Peacock's novels a.re novels of ideas, directly related to the 
French ~ conte nhilosophigge. Voltaire's Candide and the "hu-
ur"13 plays of Ben Jonson are only a part of the great ly diver-
sified background of world and English literature 'Which infiuenced 
Peacock during the years of his intensive reading before his first 
ventur into novel writing. The attention of the author of the 
philosophical novel always remains with the level of ideas ; and 
11Raleigh. P• 153. 
12Louis Kronenb~rger, "Pe cock. " ation, August 15, 191,1,2, p. 1'.34. 
13John Dr.-.rden defines a humour as "the ridiculous extravaganc of 
conversation, wherein one man differs from all others. Dryden, 
'Ess~ of Drama.tic Poesy, " Essays of John Dryden, ed. w. P. Ker 
(Oxford, 1926) , I, 84. - -
atti:,,in .. 
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6 
ity.~1 1.5 T. :3. Eliot further clarifies this sa1ne point in his essay 
"Philip Hassineer." 
A "living'lt character is not necessarily "true to lifo. 91 It is a person 
whom we can see and bear, 1-ihether he bo tme or fali:;o to human nature 
as ue know it. \Jhat the creator of character needs is not so much 
knmd~odge of motive as keen sem,ibi~i t,y; the dra.ma~i,J.t neyg not undcr-
stanct people; but he 1;m.st be exce-ptionally auare o:f ther,1. 
Peacock' f; world is a 't·rorld removed frori the ordinary; it is a world 
filled i:rl.th a variety of characters whose mrfaco importance is their 
embodiine:nt oi' &-ocialt econouic, and cultural f.'ads or foibles,, or 1fho 
are deliberate caricatures of contewporacy peri:,;onnlities.17 But if 
hi;:; creation cm1, after thorough ex<ll',1ination, bo juuge<l a consistent., 
cohc1·ent one, awl if' one can discovt~r in his characters that addition-. 
al life or pm·:jonaJ.i ty which can make thE:.'Til h1ru6inable ar; living be-
ings even outside t.vie contexts in 1mich they ex.int, then Peacock's 
world and char~ctcrs are nonetheless an attainment of reality. 
15 I Eene Lellek and Austin Harren, 'l'heory of' Literature (IJeu York, 
l 9l;,9), p. 221 • A further explanation by the sa~e au tho rs secnw per-
tinent at this point. "This world or !Cosmos of a. novelist--this 
pattern or ~tructure or org:mimn, which includes plot, cha:ractero, 
setting, wurld-vie1r, 'tonfJ'--is what ire rm.mt scrutinize ·uh.en 'tm attempt 
to com:parc c. novel uith 1:lfe or to judge, ethically or socially, a 
novelist's 1mrk. !i Ibid. 
16T. $. 1;J.iot, ~'Philip 1,rassinger,'i Selected Bnsq.ys (Neu York. 
1932), P• . 188. 
"i7Aldous Bhxley has Philip Quarles, a character t-iho iE, a novelist, 
comment on the characters of a novel or if'.eas in hiB book Point Counter 
Point {;:1eu York, 19ll,7). w1.11e character -of en.ch person.ace must be 
implied .as far an posi,ible in the ideas of which he is L'i.e mouthpiece~ 
In so far ar; theories are rationalizations of r1entimentr; .• instincts,, 
dispositions of soul. this is feasible. • • • The great defect of the 
novel of' ideas io that it' n a .made-up affair. l;ecessarily; for 
people tiho can reel off noatly form'Jlated no·tions aren't quite real; 
they' re .slitJ1.tly r:1onstrous. ti pp. 29L:--29.5. 
t)tho:r matter;;;; eoneerning J•c_;1:oock• s novels 'liihich ~;hould bo ln•ou;;ht 
I 
to the :r(Jado,:,t!, at'f:.entiou at thin i;1oi-11t, Peacock li3.kes extensivri 
hi::; failent to the idce, lev0l of his novels; if' this bo the case, 
f.oI"JJ of du:.ir:.tc'lt::x~1zation is nm.rung,M Each 1appellati-on1 is a 
kind of ,rivifying, ani111:iz,ing., individtuuizinc,.'}18 
plicatiun of: .that meaning. 'These note:, 11ill be rp.ven below, as 
the incltvidutil novels to dlscus!o: this point ex:cept where it di-
rec,tly in.fluence::i. his oo.cccss or fail.ure in a particular character 
\;-._,ster, quasif"'O"C''le ..... 1·rom pr,t10£ andT'7~£w, lucem servo, con-
,-, 
{ 
cot'Vo, obGervo, cuet..,cio ... -one "Who watches ovor and [::tH.:i.rdr.: -tho light; 
a sense in 1Jhich the wors}. is often used amongst us, nhen -c,m speak 
of toster-lng a flame.. [J.11r. Foster is the "perfectibilian,. of the 
mv~~ . 
2Escot, quasi Et csxoro11, :ln tenebras, scilicet, intuens; one 'Who 
is always looking into the dark side of the question. Jjrr. Escot 
is tho i-ldeteriorationist'l7 ' 
8 
JJenkison: This name may be derived from. a.t111 &t lOIJJV , semper 
!a£ aegualibus-... scilicet, mensuris, omnia metiens: one who from equal 
:measures ·divides and dist.rihttes all things: one tmo from equal :measures 
can alwa:-y-s produce argtJments on 'both sides of a. question, i;d.th so much 
nicety and exactness, as to keep the said question eternally pending, 
and the balance of the controversy perpe'b:lnlly in statu quo. :ay- an 
aphaeresis o:f the a. • an elision of the second£• and an easy and 
natural mutation of' ( into ::c, the derivation of this name proceeds 
according t.o the strictest principles of etymology: Q.ttf.l tf (O'WU-
Icu r( to1»u-I/;11~,rrw11-.Jl11X lt1W1J-.}j1JZJ.07JJV --Ienkison--Jenkison. 
L'rtr. Jenkiso.n is the 0 statur-.-quo-ite0 of the oovel.J 
4Ga.ster: scllicetllO"T7e --Ven·ter, ...... et pra.eterea nihil.. [Pea,.. 
cock uses the variation of Gastro--stomach or pod--to na.'Jlle_this 
clergyman 1-'rh.ose entire frame of reference crnters on foodd_19 
Hr. !{a.son fu.rther comments on Peacock's use of characters and ru'.l:\.11es 
thus: 
• • • e2.ch protagonist is permi tte.d to speak under the bare sign 
post of his name in capitals, and in each speech we !ind displayed 
in caricature a different humour. AU the old tricks of Jonso.nian 
or Restoration comeey are resurrected, and each character is named 
and invested with the minimum of :i.udivi~aliey- required for the 
exercise of the foible he is embodying. 
i'he re@,der should remember in referring to such notes that Peacock .. 
who usos :footnoting techniques throughout the seven novels, is a 
satirist, and in tho :majori:cy of instances, such as the derivations 
19Pea.cock, Heaill.oug Hall, !he novels of Peacock, David Gll.rnet,t, 
ed., (London, 19!i.n), p; 11.- -
20 l-1ason. p. 241. 
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CtS llis I10Vels. 
CHAPTER II 
THE AOOLESCENT CONVERSATIO . iOVELS 
In 1816 Thomas Love Peacock published his f irst novel Headlong 
.!!fil· Accor ng to Peacock , this work was written i n 1815. 1 This 
date would have b en three years after he became acquainted vd th 
Shelley and at least t o years since Peacock was a witness to and 
participant in the philosophical discussions of the Bracknell group. 2 
This association see s important when one in.vestigates Peacock's 
novels , for his books consist mainly of philosophical conversation. 
"Talk gives the structure of his books . They are a world of talk. u3 
Peacock was essentially satisfi ed with this pattern of novel writing; 
he used e same form in five of his seven novels , his last novel of 
talk being written nearly fif~ years after the first . One critic 
an..1.yzed Pea.co ck' s type of novel in this manner : 
With HeacUong !!!Y:., Peacock shaped a form peculi arly suited to his ow 
needs of expression: a short work of fiction, with a picfu.resqu ru.ral 
1'lbomas L. Peaoock, "Preface to VolUllle LVII of Bentley's •standard 
Novels••" ~ Novels 2f. Peacock, ed. David Garnett (London, 1948) , p . xxi . 
2At Bracknell, ere Pe cock visited Shelley, a group of Shelley's 
friends gathered and debat ed numerous questions. Peaoock says of this : 
0 I was sometimes irreverent enough to laugh at the fervour with wich 
opinions utterly unconducive to any practical res'.ll.t, were battled for 
as matters of the highest importance to the well-being of mankind •••• " 
Ibid., P • xi. 
3Rale1.eh, P• 152. 
10 
11 
backgrm.md, in which a little love and a little horseplay yield prece-
dence> to ,\'iWr?hes and. count~1:11a:•ches of o~inio:u 1'he enoomp~ssing 
sati1'1eal ch..raate being mol11.f:1.ed by gemal tn.nds of lru:mor. 
In each of the first novels, one finds a nmu.ber of successful 
chru:aetSI's• 'fhe.se pe:r1:10:ns achieve, in the short length of the oovelo, 
a v'lviclnoss of personality which :m.akes th,31:<1 quite acceptable .ic fictional 
characters. There are oomB failures in characterization and they -r.:-i.ll 
be ane.lyzeu also. Each of' Peacock's novels t-dll be discussed in its 
order of publication. 
~_ndlong 1ifil opens Ui th the introduction of fo-.1r OOtl.Crt travelers 
uho are all going to the home of Squ:i,re Harry Headlong for the Christ.. 
Fuster~ and Lir. Je:nkison. are all "philosophers11 fJhom the Squire '.-i:.::..;:: 
invited expressly to argue, over his old port and burgundy, nvarious 
knotty points which had puzzled his pericranim,'1 .. n Other guests include 
Hr. Panscope, Hr. Cranium and his daughter, the squire's sister. and 
other young ladies and their crotC'lleteering fathorG. Mr. Escot had boen 
the L'Uitor of f,liss Cranium, but her father hud. dismissed hiln for laughing 
rtt one of his phrenological beliefs. Kr. Pans<.:ope. <2!fter ta...idng a dig... 
like tt, Gsoot, detera,ines to seek revenge by t.:inning t.h.o hand of the 
lady for himself. 1'.[r. Bscot is able to thuart. thir3 plan by procuring, 
from a nearby sexton, a skull reputed to be th.n.t of Cad:utllader. Squire 
Heacllons uses the skull in arranging the 1narriage of Escot and Hiss 
Craniu,.,1. Er. Escot gives the skull to Hr. Cra."'liura in exchange for per-
ra.is:sion to marr-,1 his <laughter. Squire Harry ~so arrtmges a marriage 
12 
for himself, his sister, and his· friend Sir Patrick o•Prism. The 
book ends ·with the departure of the newly married couples from the hall. 
Of the characters which Peacock brings into full development, Squire 
Harry Headlong is the most successful. He is first analyzed by Peacock 
after the :ceader has already become acquainted td th him. 
In all the thoughts, words,. and actions of Squire Headlong, there was a 
remarkable alacrity of progression, which ~lmost an.t1ihilated the. inter-
val between conception and execution.· •.•• His designs were never nip9ed 
in their infancy by the contemplation of those trivial difficulties 
which often turn a.r;,rry the current of enterprise • • • • He had little 
idea of gradation: he saw no interval between the first step and the last, 
but pounced upon his object -idth the impetus of a mountain cataract.5 
Peacock has already allowed the Squire to demonstrate this characteris-
tic. The reader has seen hirn being "quadripartite in his locality," 
(HH, P• 13) during the preparations for his guests. The reader fur-
ther witnesses the impetuous Harry as he listens to a plan of land-
soaping his grounqs, sends for gunpowd$r, and blows up the embankment 
which subsequently sends 1a.rr. Cranium into the waters of the lake--
this course of action all occurring during an afternoon walk! Further 
proof' of this jumping from thought to act is related by the author in 
his tal$s of Headlong' s hunting and boating deeds (F.H, p. 52). 
It is in tuo additional qualities ·O.f Harry Headlong• s personality 
that final vividness of character is achieved. It is early stated 
that he had long deviated f1•om the pattern of Welsh squires by per-
mitting books in his house, and in actually seeking to be enlightened 
5peacock. Headlong Hall, The Novels £f Peacock (London, 19!.i.8). 
PP• 51-52. Since Mr. David Garnett's text is considered the standard 
edition, all references to Peacock's novels ·will be to his edition. 
Subsequent references to Headlong Hall (abbreviated HR) ,;-.. ill appear 
parenthetically in the text. ~ 
1J 
on philosophical questions by talking to learn,r;d men. The house party 
is the result of thdt qu.est. His personality is further developed by 
his refusal ;to marey either for reasons of lineage or money. His con-
versation idth his maiden aunt seems to illustrate this point. 
"What think you, i9 said the 01.i lady, 11of Miss Naney Glyn,.Du, the lineal 
descendant of' lJ.ewelyn Ap Yort<1erth?" 
"She won't do, !t said .Squire H~adlong~ 
1ft;fuat sey. you, then, n saicl the lady, ~•to Uiss Williams, of Pontyglas-
rbydyrall l:., the descendant of the ancient family of---1° 
"I donit like her,'' said Squire Headlong; 0 and as to her ancient fa:mi.ly, 
that is a matter oi' :no consequence. I have antiquity enough for tiro. 
They a:re all moderns. people of yesterday, in corapa.rlson Hi th us. 
'What sigrdfy six or ueven centuries which are the most they can make 
up?" 
itv,Jhy, to be sure, n said the aunt, uon that vietr of the question, it is 
of nQ conoequence. t-Jhat tbink you, then, of Miss Owen, of Nidd,..y-
Gygfraen? She will have six thousand a year. ii 
If! would not have her, ii said Squire Headlong, f'if she had fifty. I'll 
thin.~ of somebody presently. 
• • • • 
I don't know, now I think o:f 1t, whom I can choose better than one of 
+.hp daughters of 1rry .friend. Chromatic. 11 (rm. pp. 82-83) 
Squire Headlong is not a character one can easily forget. He is 
quite likeable; his genuine concern for his gu.e.sts' comfort-... illustrated 
by the provisions he p-urchased for the h.ousepn:rty--is a.'1. admirable one. 
It io, however, the remarkable quickness ir.i..th which his actions are 
wed with his thoughts that is most outstanding. Throughout the book, 
Squire Ueadlong mildly astounds the read.e.r with his decisions and actions. · 
Since he is in no .,.,,ay an unpleasant person, the :reader accepts his 
peculiar uay and remembers him as a fully developed character in the 
novel. 
held 
,, 
this vimr D.t one point in his life/:.i 
eharncte1· .. 
he has Hr. Esoot lH:1lp himself t,:, ru1,'.:'>ther slice of beef' i:1ri..ile· vehemently 
deliveri:ng a lecturG 011 the evils of a carrlivor,0us diet (HU, p. 16) • 
believable as it makes him mo:r·e understandable. Escot is also like ... 
able as a person in th.at, longi·tl.nded as he is, he can listen to and 
Escot' s vi.et-rs 011 love also uake him 111ore human than mere pup1Jet. 
1'iYir. r;scot glmred like a eorn,..poppy at the sight of Caphalis. It 
uas at lea.st obviou.s; to all obs.ervcrs, that could imagino the possi-
bili ty of one change :tor the bettE:r, even in this ttirrestrial theatre 
) His no ctrtrnal debate 1ri th 
hirilself on love and sleeplessness is alrio l:x)th ;;cm.using a;nd pertinent 
to hirJ characteri2,ation~ 
..... he next exauned, 1ihether '.th<i~ R,8:,ssion f>.P.£11.'t: ~ fla!~ tht1 £:t:~:ect g! 
keeping: ~ Jihj.lof,_9:i;:<11_?_£ ~wci,s~.1 :raving decided this negtrtively, he re-
solved to go ·t,:, sleep immediately: not 'being "C() accomplish thit, 
to his satisfaction, he tossed and tm11bled, like Aehilles or Orlar1do, 
first on one side, then ()t1 tho other. • •• 
,i • ti' • 
tto arose with the :fir.st peep of day, a.'l'.ld s~l'.J.lietl :forth to enjoy the 
balm;y breeze of morning, nhid1 atfl bu.t a lover might haiJre thought too 
8. 
1.5 
cool. • • .Bat a lover. v-iho, like Ladl1rlad in the Curse of' Kehan1a al·I:ra:ys 
has, 01• at letH;t is snpposed to have, '~a .fi:re in his heart and a fire in 
his brain., '1 :e1Z;i::ls a v-tl.ntl"J breeze from 11.1~. and by N. steal over his 
cheek like the south over a bank of' violets •••• 1' (HB:, p. 56) 
Bsoot illtistrntes h:1.s <1bility w use in.t and reason i:n. discu.ssions 
in the folloiJing corr.rersation. Me seems to be one of the few characters 
· in this first novel t::ho actual];y are able to cope vd th the arguments of' 
m:r. Es cot. I contend that the original unsophisticated man was by 
:no means constru<.,,ti've. lived. in the open air, under a tree. 
The Reverend t:oc;tor Gaster. '!'he tree of life. Unqu.ostionably. Till 
he had tasted the forbidden fruit. 
Hr .. Jenkison. At nhich period, :probably, the organ of· constructiveness 
was added t,o his anatomy, a[, a punishment for his transgression. 
r,1r. Ezcot. There coe.ld not have been a more severe one, &i.nce the 
propensity which has led hi.rrt to building cities has proved the greatest 
curse o.f his existence. 
• • • • 
}Jr. tlightshade. · ••• The F..omans were in the practic,~ of adhibiting 
skulls at their banquets • • • as a silent admonition.. to the guests to 
enjoy life 1mile it lasted. 
The Reverend Doctor Gaster. Soi1nd doctrine, ~tr. Nightshade. 
Hr. Escot. I question its soundness. The use of vinous spirit has a 
tremendous influence in the deteriorati.on of the human racie. (RH, P• 33) 
Both Jtr. Foster and r,Zr. JenJdson approach, but do not achieve, 
su.cco51:;d:\1l realization in their roles as philosophers.. :Foster is chiefly 
su.ccessful becaus<'J the reader gets a physical picture of hit'l as well 
as a cu1•sor-8 idea of his personality. Jenkison is treated very sym;ppl-
thetically by PI3acock. and the reader responds to this uam presentation 
by forgiving some of the deficiencies in Jenkison" s characterization. His 
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in ever:ydcy life. 
'Ih.e last ohuraeter of this nuccessful group appoars bn.t in on;;i 
chapter of ~ llfil., that uhich bears his n~.m:e, ,rThc Sex:tcon. tt 
This si:ngu.lar f igi.1re seems uell- roanded in devf.llopment, and cer-
integral pa1·t of the p.lot~ One p.;trt of hiG per-
sonality i~hich seems very believ.:1Jile is his tendency to drau from. local 
what persons of his acquaintance had experienced. ne proves to Hr. 
Ese,'Ot that Owen Thomas, a local ma.n, lJaS 1nistaken in thinking that he 
smJ the devil sitting on Hugh L111yd.' s palpi t tti.th this arg11111ent. 
ror there is no tou'bt put the tevil, when Omm Thom.as sa:w hi:,i, must 
have peen sitting on a piece of rode in a straight line from hi::i on the 
other sicle of tho :dver. where he used to sit, look you, for a 1irmle sum .... 
111er' s tay, while Hugh Lllyd was on hiG pulpit, and there they used to 
talk across the 1:r-ater! for Hugh Lb.ryd, ple.::se you.1" hm1our1 never rair;ed 
the tevil except when he was safe in 'the midfJ.e of the river, which prov3s 
that Owen 'Iha.mas, in his fright. didn't pay proper attention to the exact 
spot 1'Jherc the t<~vil i,ras. (HH, p. 5!3) 
'fhe old man's fear::; that r;seot might be a familiar of "the tevil ,s are 
re:;...enforced w1len Escot quot~ls a line from Hamlet and a.ddresses it as a 
quention to the sexton. 
t 1Yott have been sexton here, man and boy• forty yer1rs. ~ 
The sexton turneJ pale. The period l;fr. Escot namecl tms so nearly the 
t:rue one, t..'liat he began to suspect. the personage before him of being 
rather too fatr,iliar 1d.th Hugh Lliiyd' s snble vir;itor. (RH, p. 59} 
The sexton's ltJgic in naming the larg~ skall he shocn:; to Escot as 
t,ho:t, of Cadwallader is again a good devic£i of character draning. 111fo 
·w.1s the pigg;es't man that ever lived.10 and he uas puried here; and this 
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His 
dialect is also an aid to his chsl.racterlzation; the ab,we quotations 
iLlustrate th:a individt'H(lity w'hi,ch Peacock giVS$ hir,;, 
t' s. 
l1'in.ally, :his tt.illingness to take rrroney 'to ease his c.onscienct) i1hile 
yet retaining all his m.stic saperntitions seems to add tho final pr-00:f 
manipulated for plot f:i.lone. Caprl.oletta Headlong is never described 
more f'ull,y than her introductory phrase, 11 the lovely Caprioletta Headlong, 
the Squire~ s si star ( lihom he had son.t for • .. .. • to the honours of 
18) reader later learns that she is tcthle 
figure uhich Pea.cock did not seem to need enough to denrelop. Cephalis 
Cranium is only slightly· more successful in that there are more textual 
Peacock labors 
Hevertheloss, i,he fails to remain in one~ s rii.-lnd as a complete individual; 
the reader never seer:o: her phydc:ally and gets too few glimpses of her 
personality. 'L'.he y01mg lady: s nam.e is pert1aps the greatest obstacle tb.e 
ret'tder must ov-ercomfl before he cmild accept her as a true character .. 
The cctubinat::i.on o.f Gaphalis (meam.ng of or reltrted to the hGad) and 
Cranium: seems too improbable for- the reader to accerJt. A young lady 
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only an exaggeration of the nam,e. When thi.s occurs, the na.me no longer 
function~3 as ::,., syt11bol, b<it so overshadows the person that both lady and 
name beco.1ri:e ::mbE:liovable. 
characte:c r;:hosi:'J ideas 1rould represent ·r. Colerldge' s philosoplzy. 
"",ihen Peacock rather harshly 'belittle~ transcendentrrl philosophy t'hrough 
far. Bscot. Pans cope exhibits in the .follovi:ng <lisc..ussion lsi th Sscot 
the pompous pedantry t:hich Peaccck evidently deplored. The scene also 
.:Lllnstrat01S a favorable trait of Escot mentioned oarlier, his use " -OX 
,;:,it and reason in conversation. 
:2r. Panscope. The aatho:rity; sir. of all t:he,se great nen, 1m.ose norks, 
as well as the uhole of the Enc-.1clopaediu :Bri tarmica, the entire series 
of the Jionthly Revieu,, the complete set of the Variorum Glassies, c.1:nd 
the Jie:i1oirs of the Academy of Inscriptions, I have read throt1gh fron 
beginning tt) end, de-poses, tri.th irrefragable refntation, against your 
rutioci.no.tiv,a speculations, :!herein yo1,1 seEJm. tlesi:rotw, by the futile 
procesn of analytical dialectics, .to subvert the pyrtimldal strncture 
of sy.ntheti<.~ally deduced o.:;;inions, 1rhich hu,n~ witrwtood the r;ec1tlar 
r,:5;vol1.Jtions of physiological disquis.i tion. and vi1icb. I :r.ulinta.in to be 
transcendentall;v self-evident, ca.teg;o:rically certain, and syllogisti ... 
call;v dem.onstrnble. 
f'1r. Escot. fJ:r1ir; speee"i/ 
being ur.intelligible. 
. . .. . 
.. . . . has only the slight disadvantage of 
• • • • 
''i4:r.~ Panscope. I beg leave to observe, sir, that my language wa.EJ per ... 
I foctly perspi<rt1ous, and etyui.ologictlly. correct; and. I conceive, I have 
demonstrated iihat I shall now take the liberty to say in plain terms, 
that ~ your opinions are extremely absurd. 
£t1.r. Escot.. I should be sorey~ sir, to advance ,any opinion that you 
uould not think absurd., (HH, PP• J.>-36) 
Hr. Pntrlck O'Primu -shows rut one -spark o:f personality as he labors 
to represent the ideas put forth by Sir Uvedale Price, an essa,yist wtio 
-· . 
favored na:bi1ral b~ai.1.ty ti.ft '"J_j_1posed to formal landscaping. In the con-
versation irl th Squire Harry .?.bm1t their approaching marriages, _ O'Prism 
becomes for the moment a living and enjoyable character. 
Squire Hea.dlon,g. So, Sir Patl•ick, I find you. and I are going to be married? 
Sir Patrick. Are we? Then sure uon't I ir.i.sh you joy, and wyseli to.o'l 
for this is the first I have he~rd of it. 
Squire Headlong. Well, I have xilade Ull my mind to it, and you must not 
disappoint me. 
Sir Pa·l:.rick. To be su.re I 1ron•t, ii' I can help it, and I am very much 
ohligetl to you £01~ taking so much trouble of:f: rffJ' hands. And pray now, 
who is it that I am to be metamorphosing into Lady O'Prisrt1.? 
Sqµire Headlong. - l"tiss Graziosa Chromatic. 
Sir Patrick;. Oc..h violet and vemillio:n! though I never thought of' it 
before, ! dare say she tdll suit me as twl.l · as &'M;)ther • • • • n (RB:,, pp. 
83~8~) -
Miss Philomela Poppyseed is a.not.tier attempt to give to' a fictional 
character the ideas of a rew. person, in this case Amelia Opte, the 
novelist. She reaches· her highest point of reality dtu~ng her conversation 
·with Dr. Gaster, imoin she just discovered sleeping during her detailed re.-
citation of the ouUine of her latest novel (H1!, pp. 39-40). Bu.t even 
her brief burst of temper and obviously hurt feelings cannot approach 
true character d..rawing. 
Peacock's _sec.-,nd novel was entitled MS,llincourj; and was published · 
in 18.18. The book's name is the same as that of the heroine's home. 
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This method of n2.ming books for the location of the hou.separty is u:;;ed 
in all .five of the ;'conversation novels." 
1\1elincou;rt Castle is the home of the heiress Anthelia ~elincourt, 
1mo, appro::dma.tely one year after her father's death, findo her i'ortrcss 
besieged. by a group of suitors and their sponsors. She decides to in,.. 
vi.te her bachelor uncle, llur11phrey Hippy, to be acting host to these U):'l;. 
'!J'd11ted. rut graciously treated g11ests. 1tnthelia meets Sylvan :forester 
and his companion Sir Oran Haut-ton. an orangntang, after Sir Oran has 
uned his great strength to rescue Anthelia £:rom a u1oun.tai.n torrent. 
One of the lady' n sui to-rs, Lord Anophel A.ch.thar, is led to hazard a 
kidnapping in order to attempt to force the wedding he desires. Sir 
Oran saves the lady again, and the greater number of the house guests 
travel ·with li'orester and Anthel.ia to the borough of Onovote to witness 
f.iir Oran's elect:ion to parliament. Here they meet S:i.r Simon Sarcastic, 
Gir Oran• s fellow M. P., and are duly impress~d idth his systoo1 of con ... 
versation. On the return to MeJ..incourt they visit Forester's other 
estats ·which is ma.intainad by cottage fa.rm.'3 and superVised by his maiden 
·aunt. At an ~mti-saccharine tea at Forester's Redrose .Abbey, the tender 
feeling beti:,een A..ntheli.a m:td Sylvan seenw secure enough thnt all expect 
a iredding for ·the tirro in .the near :tutu.re. ~lt Sir Anophel is r.n.ore s10-
C;essful in a soc:ond kid.napping and ll..nthelia disa.ppear-s. · :mr .. J?a;z, Sylvan. 
and Sir Oran wander over the count:cyside in search of a clue of her 
t-thereabouts, furing their ramblings thes-J discuss raaey philosophical 
issues. At leni:,"Tf,h the"./ discover .the lady,. punish the villains aeoording 
to Silt Oran's sense of nn-rural justice, and Sylvan and Anthelia ·wed. 
'I'he heroine of i'.le).inoourt is Anthella Helincourt., age twenty-one, 
and d.mistress of herself and of ten thousand ~: year, and or a very ancient 
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and venerable castle in one of' the 'itlldest veJ.leys in Wesbuoreland. ,.,7 
She is the first of Peacock's idealized heroines nho are able to oom.bine 
sin<!erity and appreciation for classical literature, and still retain 
complete femininity. J. n.· Frlestley describes her as being nintelligent~ 
cultivated, independent, a disti11ct individuality, and yet not at all 
uni"em.inine. n8 Priestley also labels Peacock's characterization of 
Anthelia as containing the ,era.int outline of a new and very attractive 
type of' heroine. u9 Peacock see.ms to have been very interested in giving 
to Anthelia all of tho qualities itli ch he considered admirable for a 
young lady, for she is never made the object of even gentle hum.or for 
ex-pressing ho!' vieus. ae does use both the presentation ot this heroine 
and the expression of her attitudes to point out the folly· of so111e of 
the oocial conclit5.ons dt his time, l1ovever. In describing Anthelia's 
situation he canmt resist a gibe at both the Irish and the clergy for 
being fortune huntfJl"s.. .tit follows of course. lr.i thout reference to her 
personal qualifications, that she had a ,,ery nu.m.e,rou. s list of adrdrers, 
and equa.lly o.f course that tllere were both Irishmen and clergymen a.mon.g 
them. 0 (M. p. 103) Pea.cock hastens to add that Anthelia possessed 
enough personal charms that one could assuro.e that there. '"vras. at least 
one in the· nu.mber 0£ her sighing swains' with uhom her re:nt-roJ.l, and her 
. I 
old castle were secondary consideration • • • • " (M, p. 103) 
· In. Peacock.' s presentation of Anthe11a, there is "Hoven into the 
author's usual satirical. humor some crisp irony. lie describes her 
7peacock, Iielincourt, p. 103. All further references to 11elincourt 
( abbreviated H) 1tlll appear parenthetically in the text. 
BJ. .a. Priestley• Thomas .!&!! Peacock (New York, 1927) • P• 15.5. 
9Ibid. 
father as ~~one of those trho maintained the heretical :notion that lromen 
are, or a:t least :'!l_Ji.y be, rational beingB •••• tt (I1, p. 10.5) .Antheliaf s 
ideas of a suitable mate are :not presented as either satire of her or 8.S 
ironic understatem1ent. 
I itould requil~e hii:-a to be free in all his thoughts, ·true in all his Trords, 
generouo in all his act:io:ns-.. ardent in fr'iendship,_ enthusiastic in love. 
disinterested in both--prompt in tho conception, and constant in the ex-
ecution, of benevolent ent$r+prise , , • more d.esi:eous to distrlh1tc3 woal th 
than to-:ponsess it. to disseminate liberty than to appropriate poi:rer, to 
cheer the heurt of so:r1'0:t1 than to dazzle tho eyes of folly. (I,;:, p. 1 "l 2) 
io reiyarded uith ju.st cu.ch a $-Uitor i11 ~;ylvan Lorester.. Her ideas seerii. 
~o far :reraov.-Jd. from the por,sibili ty oi' bai:ng 1•e.c1lized that they pu. t fo:rth 
becomes n:n ideal, hut not a 
In tho development of Jmthalia.' s perrmnali ty, Peacock chooses to 
endow her ·t?i th "an unfashionably sincere nature1' uhich had the ef'f ect 
of making her say e:'r.actly lrhat she meant. '£his is her most ad1uirablc 
trait rib.ich is re-enforced by her generous acts of charity. e.g., her 
concern and care for the I)esmonds (l:1, p. 1.54), '9.,nd her treatwent ()f 
Forester a.ti a suitor (£1, Especiruly in her attitude toward 
Lord Anophel 1vhile hiG prisoner. does exhibit her tenacious loyalty 
I kn.:nr too w~ll the difference bettreen the true :nodest;:sr of a p-ure aru.l 
sii:,:tpl~~ mind, and the false nffected quality ·i;;1h:i.ch goes by thnt name in 
ti~.e 1:rorld, fo be intimidated by threats uhich can only be dictated 4v a 
supposition tha:t your wic.b.:t:1dness would be my disgrace, and that false 
shame .would induce me to co11ceal what both. t1"!1th and justice 'I;rould corn-
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raey ruJraire her i"or her cb.a.ricy ~nd honesty; he i!lay even envy her spirit 
of optimi.sm, but he ca..'l'l'nOt believe in her existence. Peacock seems to 
put too 1GU.ch effort into telling the reader lmat an exaJ. ted creature 
An:thelia 1~, and neglects to end.ott her with a personality imch uould 
substantiate Iris praise -of' her. 
11!>. Humphrey Hippy •. tlie uncle of il.nthelia, is a far better creation. 
He is used.. according to Campbell, to, present another side of Anthelia 
than th.at which the reader had yet met. 
Peacock rarely lavished so moh care on ::.rw chRracter as he did on 
Antb.elia. The ei'f e<!t$ are built up with an unurual subtlew. Hou mu ch 
her uncle, old Mr. Hippy the hypochondriac, loves her is sho'tm early in 
the boolc when he leaps up f'rom his blue clevi.ls and hi.s gout on the 
receipt of a letter from hl.s niece inviting hiin to Mellncourt Castle.10 
The o cene is wrth quoting. 
Hr. Hippy was in his night-go,:m and. slippers, ni th. one leg on a cushion, 
suffering under an imaginary attack o:t th§ gout, and in ·the last stage 
of despondency. • • • 11r. Hipp;r took 1 t LArrt.,11elia' s letter.7 • • • sunk 
back in his chair as if.' exhausted in. th the e££ort., and cast his eyas 
languidly on the seal. Im .. mediately his eyes brightened, he tore open 
the letter, read it in an instant, sprang -up, nung his night-goim one 
i-r~, his night.cap another, kicked off his s.lippers, kicked away his 
cusllion. kicked over his chair, and bounced cl.oimstairs., roaring for his 
coat and boo.ts,. and his t.ravelli,ng cha.riot ...... (H. P• ll5} 
He can neve:t" quite give ap his uruue doviJ.s, 0 but they a.1.uays manage 
to lea,re tnienever 1\nthelia appears and/or the hour for dinner drairs 
even though he states that at the tim.e he left the lwuse 0 :-ae t:ras 
suffering U:tKle!' a complete paralysis of bis . right leg • • • • 0 (l1,. P• 158) 
1001uen Cai.'11.pbell, Thomas Lo,!! Peacock (New Yo1•k, 1953), P• 40. 
1:1r. _Hippy becomes a :more appealing character tib.en, on a walking tour to 
Fo1~ester• s estate, ho notices a child and falls desoondent boc&use of 
. ·, ~ 
.bis lonely life. ~is situation :ls in part sympathetically corrected by 
the autbori s treatment of his £u'l?.fre when Anthelia and Forester marry. 
ta. • • he co1llfortad himself vtl.th passing half' his tirn.e at Melincourt 
castle, and dancing the little 1toresters on his knee, whom he taught to 
call hili1 grandpa.pa Hippy, and seemed extremely proud of the imaginary 
relationship.tr (M, pp. J4Z,..J43) 
Mr. Forester is a sec:..'Ond semi-carica:ture o.f Shelley. He is. 
according to Pavid Garnett, s~pposed to repre~ent the views of the mature 
Shelley (see note, :r, P• 117). Sylvan Forester is the most tiresome of 
ail of' Peacock 1 s herc,es because he never ceases to be serious; he never 
fails to argu.e fo.:r a cause. 1-ir. tis.son· gives this· b11l'.ttm.ation of Forester. 
Forester is an exaruple of the solitary and sincere crusader vlho, endot:ted 
with a. little more vision and a little more conscientious indignation 
than the next man, becomes a burden to his fellows through his m.artyr-
like insistence on carrying through his theories to a practical oon-
clu sion. 11 · 
• • • • 
• • • Foreoter' s sugar.less tea is as noble and futile as the renunciation 
of ration-books by his :modern successors.12 
Mr. Forester is not quite so tiring in the first part of the book 
as during the latter when he searches for the kidnapped Anthelia. This 
greater inte1>est in hin is achieved by the illustration of his practical 
concern for his friends as opposed to his theoretical analysis or the 
reasons m~n.lcind sttf'fers. ·while he entertains Sir 'I'elegraph Paxarett 
H1.,1ason, p. 246. 
12Ibid., P• 247. 
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the reader observes several instances of his exquisite sense of polite-
ness. He takes great care than no guest of his suffers . an inconvenience . 
Forester has a satisfactory stable, al though he keeps :oo horses and only 
wishes to provide accommodations for those of his friends . He is willing 
to pennit others to use sugar and would condescend to serve it, if he 
but knew of a guest's arrival in t ime to obtain the substance. He also 
keeps an excellent cellar, al though he usually abstains from drinking 
wine when alone. His greatest asset seems to be his gemine concern for 
the feelings of Sir Oran Haut-ton, the civilized orang-outang13 for whom 
he purchases a baronetcy and a seat in Parliament. This expenditure 
of money is made by Forester in order that Sir Oran might always associ-
ate in the most polite circles and therefore avoid an,y situation where 
one' s crudity of manners might humiliate him. 
Peacock uses Forester's tender concern for Sir Oran to ridicule the 
political system which w'Ould allow the orangutang to become a member of 
Parliament. Pe cock further heightens the ridiculousness of the corrupt 
borough system by having Sir Oran become one of the two M. P. 's to reP-
resent only one man, while a neighboring city of 50, 000 persons h s no 
representatives. It is mainly in his extreme seriousness that Forester 
fails to be a truly successful character. Many of his appearances are 
successful. His consistency in his charitable habits makes him a very 
sympathetic person. He wi.shei:> to aid the Desmonds; he perpetuates his 
father's idea of cottage farming--which he could discard and greatly 
increase his own wealth--and he is willing to give aid to the victims 
13Peacock' s spelling emphasizes his pun in the orangutang' s name, 
Sir Oran Haut-ton. The conventional. spelling shall be substituted for 
Peacock's throughout the remainder of the discussion of Sir Oran. 
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of .Airbubble, Smokeshadow, Hopthetwig and Compaiw, by purchasing their 
worthless bank notes with 'better paper,' but admonishes the to get 
gold and silver for it as soon as you can. " (M, p . 272) The reader 
is ·wearied by his talk in the long search for Anthelia and al.so is 
tempted to like Sir Oran more because Forester never acts quickly enough 
that Sir Oran has not already performed all of the noble deeds. 
1ost of the action of the ,novel, however, has for its protagonist the 
civilised orang-outang, known as Sir Oran Haut-ton, a character not to 
be matched in the fiction of aey ti e. · Sir Oran does exactly what the 
hero of conventional romance alway does : he is always on hand to rescue 
the heroine from mountain torrents and kidnappers; and he may be said to 
be the first of our strone silent heroes. This is one of Peacock's most 
impudent strokes. 14 
PP.a.cock does achieve great success with Sir Oran and much of it can 
be attrihl.ted to his manipulation of the ora~""Utang• s impressions on 
and actions toward social customs and their perpetuators. Peacock mocks 
affectation in society thus: 
Lord Anophel now came up, and rurveyed Sir Oran through his quizzing-
glass, who making him a polite bow, took his quizzing-glass from him, 
and examined him through it, in the same manner. Lord Anophel fie 
into a furious passion; b.lt rece'ving a gentle hint from Mr. Hippy, 
that the gentleman to whom he was talking, had just pulled up a pine, 
he deemed it prudent to restrain his anger within due bounds. (M, p . 159) 
u-. Forester• s success at providing the orangutang a passport into 
society as a Baronet is illustrated by u ing the Homurable Mrs. Pinmoney. 
The Honourable Mrs. Pinmoney. And who is that~ tall and remarkably 
ugly gentleman? 
Sir Telegraph Pax rett. That is Sir Oran Haut-ton, Baronet; to which 
you ay shortly add M. P. for the ancient and honourable borough of 
14Prtestley, P• 136. 
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Onevote. 
The Honourable Mrs. Pinmoney. A Baronet! nd M. P. I Well, now I look 
at him again, I certainly do not think him so very plain : he has a very 
fashionable air. Haut-ton! French extraction, no doubt . And no T I 
think of it, there is something very French in his physiognomy. {M, p . 191) 
Peacock's impudence which Priestley mentioned is well illustrated in the 
passage above. Mrs. Pinmoney obviously does not judge Sir Oran by her 
eyes, but by Sir Telegraph•s listing of hie titles . She accept:; what is 
actually an orangu tang as an equal because he vears, as in the fable 
The Emperor's New Clothes, a title she daros not disparage · thout belit-
tling herself. 
The last quality which dll be discu .ssed here as characteristic of 
Sir Oran is his sense of natural justice. His idea of appropriate retri-
bution emphasizes his orangutang origins and yet is m de to coincide 
with the reader's sense of j stice and fair play. An appropriate il-
lustration is Sir Oran's actions l-Jhen Sir Gregory Gree ould attempts 
to force his daughter to marry against her will . &rsting into the 
apartment. he throws the assailants of the couple one by one do m the 
stairs, and al though Forester does not let him do the same to Sir Gregory, 
Sir Oran keeps him at bay until the lovers make good their escape. His 
treatment of Lore. Anophel follows this same pattern. Sir Oran is de-
lightful both as a tool for satire and as a character. Peacock did a 
successflll job in creating this onkey-baronet. ' 
Simon Sarcastic, Sir Oran's brother member of parliament, is another 
character .lhose principal value may have been to satirize others, rut 
who beco es a living creature 1.n addition. The reader may, after observing 
? • Sarcastic' s system, recognize the need for more such roen and in that 
Hr. barcastio is a sym:pathetic figure and the orginali ty of' his· creed 
make.s him u.nforgettabl~) t,-, tho reader. He (3Xp1Bins his syst1;,•rn to 
Forester: '"I ascertain the p:ractice of thoi::le I talk to, and present 
it to them as from myr;el.f', in the shape of theory: the consequence of 
which is, that I a.11 1miversally stig£11atized. as the p!'(>roulgator of ras-
cally doctrines. '1 ( M Yi .;i.,., ,,~, 222) An amusing incident to illustrate this 
I lost the acquaintance or I:1rs, Cullender, by saying to her, ·when she 
had told me a piece of gossip as a very particular secret, that there was 
:nothing so agreeable to rue as to be in possession of a secret. f'or I 
made ~ point of telling it to all my acquaintance. (H, p~ 223) 
?ea.cock himself resembled qu.ite thoroughly •. 
al though he is a pleasant Bwngh fellow for philosophical discussions. 
He is quite charitable. although he perhaps does not realiza so well 
as Forester does that th.is is an irJ:1-arent quality in him.. For when 
Fax mentions that the Desmonds were in arrears of five pounds rentt :ifu•w 
so: but I do not see that it is of cour1;::e. '' (H, P• 180) Later }'Ir. Fux 
is as generous in aiding some of the people hurt by the paper ... money 
bursting as Hr. Forester is. Fax• s other lmrr1anizing (lUal:it;y is one 
which is shared by m.ost of Peacock's c.rooheteer\s ...... a love of a good meal 
and a,preciation for comfortal,le lodgings. I:n these few ways the econ-
omist achieves so111e lii'e, but he, too, is guilty o:r too much talk. and 
P acock's caricatnres, as mentioned earlier, are an exaggeration of 
one aspect of a contemporary' s public character or opinion. Peacock 
places in 11elincourt several of these caricatures in addition to Forester. 
These are a.musing 'bit do not realize fullness of characterization. 
PriesUey arizes this group with the following comment. 
, Feathernest and Mr. ?J'iystic are obviously not creatures of this 
rorld at all but are typical inhabitants of Peacock's own Cloud-
Cuckoodom. And even there, where every person is inevitably strangely 
transformed, . they are not really Southey and Coleridge.. Peacock never 
disavowed deliberate caricat ure as , for example, Dickens did, yet 
Dickens's Harold Skintpole is far more like Leigh Hunt than any of Pea-
cock's characters are like their victims. This is because Peacock did 
not represent Southey and Coleridge in his t~'O characters, but merely 
c:!'i3C,;~e~ t-r,..io fantastic creatures out of their o:9inio:ns. With these 
characters and the scenes in vlhich they display themselves at length, 
he does mat he maintained that fil the great comic writers did, he 
creates fiction out of opinions. 1 
Nightmare Abbey developed from Peacock's desire to make a stand 
against the encroachments of black bile 16 or romantic melancholy as 
they appeared in the literature of the da;y . His particular objections 
to the fourth canto of Childe Harold by Byron and to the novel~-
ville by William Godwin were only minor factors in the vaJ.ue of the 
finished t!comic romance, '* for he was able to picture for the reader 
his particular type . of portrait of three of the great English romantic 
poets--Shelley, Byron, and Coleridge. These portraits , plus the amus-
ing tale of an incident similar to Shelley's falling in love 'With ~ary 
Godwin ,mile still in love with Harriet, give some justification to the 
critic's state ent that : 
15pr1estley, p. 145. 
16peacock, see Garnett's introduction to ig_htmare Abbey, p. 351 . 
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Nightmare Abbey and Headlong Hall are not great masterpieces, but they 
are certainly small masterpieces •••• They are blrlesques of oneself 
and one's friends, and every other discussing, theorizing person and 
his friends. Charlatans of all kings, literary, political, ecclesi-
astical and scientific •••• he LPeacocyy gets them all in, quintes-
sentializes their doctrines into exquisitely flowing prose, and knocks 
their heads together with charming rutblessness.17 
Scythrop Glowry returns from college in a very unhappy state: he 
has fallen in love, and has been thwarted in that love. This unhappiness, 
coupled with his father's prolonged absence..-his mother was dead--leads 
him to read extensively, to think about the problems of the oorld, and 
to publish a pamphlet 'solving those problems. " His father's sister 
and family pay a visit to Nightmare Abbey and Scythrop falls in love 
again. ~ . Hilary's ward Marionetta is pretty, gi3', and vivacious--but 
poor-and Mr. Glowry opposes the affair. He arranges a match between 
Scythrop and the daughter of his friend, Mr. Toobad. The young lady does 
not like this plan at a.11 and flees from her father. She reads Scythrop's 
pamphlet and comes to him for protection, rut by concealing her otm name 
and not knowing that of her intended, she lives quite unaware that they 
are betrothed, at least in their parents' eyes. Scythrop conceals 
"Stella" in a suite of rooms off his apartment. Eventually his father 
discovers her and discloses to Stella Scythrop•s interest in Marionetta. 
Hearing this remark, Stella. rerounces Scythrop, and Marionetta renounces 
him because of Stella. Scythrop canrot choose between the two, and 
therefore cannot win back either. Both girls marry guests of the 
Glowrys • and S cythrop has only his Madeira to console him. 
Scythrop is the central figure in the book. That Peacock intended 
him to represent the young Shelley is a rather important fact to remem-
17s1r John Collings Squire, (Solomon Eagle, pseudocym), Books .!,!! 
General (New York, 1919), p. 187. 
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ber. He did not wish to satirize Shelley as a person, but took one 
part of his character and developed a ictional hero fro it. 
Starting with the intention of satirising the •atrabilarious" as shown 
in Mandeville and Childe Harold, Peacock drew, in the character of 
Scythrop, a lively caricature of the more irresponsible side o.f. Shell!;,Y', 
and increase_£ the 18semblance by the inclusion of Marlonetta LHarrie!f 
and Stella LMaq]'. 
Scythrop is one of Thomas Love Peacock's most successful characters. 
Peacock presents Scythrop using essentially the same technique used for 
Panscope of Headlong Hfil• The technique differs, however, in that 
Peacock expanded his idea of presenting only the opinions of a person, 
and adds to a few of Shelley's ideas a personality which is somewhat 
like Shelley's, but is most important in that it gives depth to Sycthrop•s 
presentation. Scythrop' s most important character trait is that of 
youthful idealism and fluctuation. After being disappointed in love, 
Scythrop 'became troubled with passion for reforming the world. n19 
The result of this passion was a publication of a treatise called "Philo-
sophical Gas: or a Project for a General Illumination of the Human Mind," 
With characteristic youthful optimism. Scythrop--~xpected this treatise to 
"set the whole nation in a fe ent,' (JA, p. 363) but instead seven lone 
copies "(,Jere sold and his bookseller sent a bill for the balance of the 
cost of publication. This harsh reminder of reality might have dismayed 
a lesser spirl t, rut Scythrop interpreted the course of events in this 
manner. 
18H. F. B. Brett-Smith, ed. , Biographical. Introduction !!!2 Headlong 
Efil (London, 1924), p . lxxxvi. 
19Peacock, a tmare tb~e~, P• 362. All subsequent references to 
1ghtmare Abbel abbrevi e ) will appear parenthetically in the text. 
Seven copi0s ..... have been sold. Seven :ls a :mystical number, arid the 
omen is good. Le·t me find the seven purcihasers of my seven copies. 
and they shall be the sev0:r1 gc,lden e-:'ln611e-sticks uith tfuich I vrill il-
lund.:nate the Horld.. (NA, p .. J64) 
:'k:ythroJ:>' rs fluctu.atic,rsof fe,eling are amusingly 1.U.:ustrated by 
she becomi:13 quite c:ool toward him, and this so dismays him, that '1he 
retreated to his toner~ n111f:fled himself in his 111.i;;htcap, seated him.self 
in the presidt:;11."l} s chair oi' his imaginary secret tl'ibunal. strnmoned 
rn1rlont1tta ... ,. .. frightened her· ou·i; of her VJ.ts, disdooed himr~elf. 
a..11.d clasped the be::.1u tiful p1omi ter:.t to his 'bosum. '' 
sh.e cliscovers him a.ctine; ot1t 
de.ems most appr·opriate. When he suggests that each ,-0open a. vo:in in the 
our blz,od in a bonl, a:od drinl~ lt o.s a saA::rament o·f 
prov.ido h:im rd.th a lady whose lea.nines a:re 
cha:tm and Stell~1' s 
inte11,1ctucl appeal and physical beauty. 
damsels o:l:' minds 
Tha sct1la of' p:rGrli.lection al.-
. •· . ~-
can:not help 
t1.i'1<l -i:rr1cn at last he has 1or3 t both, he still ,;:risheis f'or his love ncclinda--
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His t.hrcat to end his life if h.e cannot have '{his loven is h~pily 
:r"oideo., nonetheless. 't:Ji th each day of sunshine he repents his decision, 
and by forcing the butler to tell him that the clock was fast, thus 
lotting the appointed hour pass,. he is ~ble to end the episode by scolding 
as a fictional creation and as a. caricature Scythrop is a success. U:r. 
011-ren Campbell e'1'aluat.es hi!u. in this statement.: 
• • • as a portrait of t.he young Shelley Scythrop is almost as m.11cb. a 
contribution to biography as a caricature: tho passion :for reforming 
the world, the fluctuations or feeling, ·the alternations of despair and 
rapture, the tn..1.f'ulness, the vigour of speech, the petuJ.ant chann ... -i t is 
the Shelley of' the early letters--a phase ~hlch was already almost out-
gr01.;,•11 tclhen Peacock first met hi.m.20 
Hon r111ch Shelley himself ltl th his wild enthusiasms for people and 
causes amused Peacock can be £Jeen from his novel Hit5htm.are !bbe,x:. 3:tt 
the novel is pure nonsense, and the friendship between th.e ti,ro men was 
something very real. 21 . .. 
Mr. Cypress, as a partial portrait of Byron, is not as proportion-
ately ~.J.ccessf'ul as Scythrop is as Shelley. Peacock is content t..o pre-
sent (.'ypress in only one chapter and what the :reader witnesses there 
ll".Ust sui'ficEi for this cllru.•actel"' s developntent. Peacock intended to 
poke fun at eyron'.s attitudinizing and .does so in a.n interesting r.1an."'ler. 
Priestley adeqaately' explains Peaoock' s method of, giving the public a 
laugh by rums:i.ng .hirr.tSelf' with the darkness ru'ld misanthropy of modern 
literature. 
BrJron as Mr. Cypress is made to remark: •'Sir, I have quarrelled tdth 
ray vrl.fe; and a :man who has q11arrelled with his nife is absolved from all 
20cam:pbe11, PP• 43 ... 49 • 
21Ibid., P• 29. 
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duty to his co1.n1t1y, H and is then compelled to paraphrase his elab-
orate lamentations from Chµ~ Harold into pithy Peacoddan proset a.'19,, •. 
t!eliver them over the oottlet thereby making them sound very foolish. Z,e 
passages <'..hanged to ~pithy Peacodd.an prose .. 01 
l:J'e ·vii ther from our youth,. He gasp aw.sw--
c:k-... etck; nnfound the boon, unsleJrnd the thir.•st, 
'£hough to th~ la1:,t1 in verge of our decay, 
Some phantom lures. such as ue sought at !i.rst--
Iut all too late~--so are we doubly curst. 
Love, f@.tl1E~ 1 ambition, avarlce-- 'tis the same t • 
Ea.ch :tdJ.e--axid ,?.ll i11 ........ and :none the worst--
)for ull a.re rueteors with a different nar·m. ·. . 2,~ 
A.nd Death the sable smoke lvhere vanishes tl'w flame. ~J 
Z·1r. Cypress recites Peacock's adaption of his poetr..v below shortly after 
he remarks, as i'ilJ.ing a gl.::,.s$, ''This is the only social h~bit that 
the disappointed spirit never unlearns.". (NA, p .. l!08) 
tir. Qypross. I have no hope foi' myself or for others. Our lif'e is a 
false na:b1re ..... He wither from our youth; we gasp with uns.ltJred 
thirst for unattainable good; lured from. the first to the last by phan-
toms--love, f a111e. attibi tion, ave.rice--all idle7 and all ill--one meteor 
oi' many names. that vaxtishes in the srnotce of death. (HA., p. lvJO) 
Peacock also uses his caricature of Coleridge, Hr. F1osky, to 
poko .fun at eyr'On. This is evident. in the speech uhich }tr. Flosky 
11mkes immediately after the quotation above. 
1':lr. l•1os}cy. A n1ost delightful speech, Mr. Cypress. A most anti.able and 
instructive philosoplzy. You have onl,y to impross its truth on the minds 
2Zo • "'tl . 1· ,,!"} ;; rie~~ . e,y., p. 1sr7. 
23tcrd Byron, "Childe Harold,;~ Canto IV, cxxiv, Ernest Hartley 
Coleridge, ed., 'ru lto:rks £!: Lord ;§Iron; Poetrx, (London, 1904), 
II, l~21. 
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of all livinf; 1t1e:n, and lifo ·will then, indeod, be desert and the 
soli tudE'.); and I mu st do ;rou, mysi)lf. our rm1 tnal frimics, the justice 
to Olv,<>rV'" ·1·.1r1t 11-,t '~OCl.• c,tv O"•ly ,:;..\ ~,-,-, -F'~:i.· .,,. '")l"w -:it or··1"' .rrr'(i tl·•t• S"'""" ·t·' ire· ,,.f,,,_,>"-,,T .;:..• (.,..{,<,,;,...,,.. .. } . ...,. d J.i. b·•v ~!.,.t .. t. .. t.} t_>..;._; L:~ v "--~J,...-,, ,~J..~ ~(..t11.l\;.,., J..__,1 
••• • _J:to the di verr;ont and radical :5yrrtouu; of all tho c:r·otcheteers 
presenzj • .. • the r,3rtUlt ·pill be as f:l.nf:, a Y11ental chaos as even thG 
brtQortal Kant could ever have hoped to sec; in the px·ospoc:t of which I 
rcijo:i.c0. (JA, p.. L}11) 
:fox·ou:all to l1r. Gypre.ss o.ftor too short a visit to kno1:r 
him as a :cc;;c11 character, hat not too short to to appreciate 
canals. for thf;. moon of ideal beauty. ci Peacock 1rn;pt 
to him. to Ehotr that felt 
no illiirill at the caricature. (Garnettts introduction~ p~ 
:vir. ?:i'losk:r, as mrmtione,,-:1 above, is a caricature o:f Saciu .. el T. 
both fo point out the absurdi ti,% in 
:Jyron~ s philorx:ipby and to son1e of :Peacock' :s orn.1 vieus. 
thiG in true bocornes evident when Peacock allor,w I':ir. l:1o to 
lk:v:ilmant E, novol which Peacock intends to represent I-1andov;i.;_I..lo by Uou-
nin. i.tm.. Hatred--rovengc--
Misanthropy--and. quotations :from the Bible. 
an;:i .. tomy of black bile.~ 
the Book'" Fihieh is Pcacodc' rJ :0erversion of :301.rthey-1 s .. The lied Book 
of 
Flosky as a caricature it treated someu"t1a.t more kindly than Panscope 
in !ieacllonr-' Uall or even l1r .. Il;irstic in 1£elineourt. At one point in th.e 
376. 
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:narrative, the reader 1:d. tnesses Mr. Flo sky t t:; ahili ty to be pleasant 
socially 1,hen he states, nr should be most happy if Miss OiCarroll 
'tJtiuld remind us that there are yet both music and sunshine-... ,i 
p. Jf34) • t;till n.guin, K\r. Flo sky, in attempting to elucidate a secret 
'l'hat Peacock is able to show sy:m;path~tictf.lly to the reader several sides 
of .G'losky1 s personality accounts for his better success as a delineator 
of this purticular character. Hr. r:erdinando 11".losky ii:1 not a cm111Jletely 
successful character, but he is successful during sol"m moments of the 
novel, and his development attests to Peacod(i .s auareness of the devices 
the most novel figure Lin Hig,h.tmar.e, £~b,bez7. It is oNing in groat part 
"~-
ran.'ked so distinctly higher than aeything that Pe;acock had yet achieved1'~5 
Here again, IJeacock determines on a single trait to distingaish a chru.·-
o.cter a.11d devises several ditforent methods of having his ch~racter 
develop this tra:it into ~, 1: ... 1.ievable pe:i:sonality. It :must be admitted 
that tho :novelty or uniqueness of l'\Ir. Listless e singularity makes 
suc_h an impression on the reader, that a great degree o:f reality is 
.xchieved by this fact alone. From his introduction r,1r. ListJ.ess main-
tains a oorwistency of' character • 
.. • ,. f'::'Lnding it ·Hould ~Ve him more troubl~ to refuse fan invitation 
to vlsit nightmare Abbei/ than to oon~ly. £h~7 surr.nnoned his French valet. 
Ir.o""'atout, and told him he ua.s going to Lincolnshire. On tl1is simple hint, 
268. 
~·-
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Fatont t:rent to irork ••••. and the potd:.chnriot was at the door, nith-
out t~1e Honotirable t.irr. Listless havine s&id oi· thought another S".fllable 
01:1 the subject.. (rm.. P• J65) 
The r•eac)cr must acceptt after 1:dtn0ssi:ng the following events, that 
Listless is aptly named. When the Reverend Mr. LGtreyx proposed a gar11e __ 
of bi;llio.rds, W.ir. Listless replied: 
Billiards!. Really I should be very happy; but, in ray present exhausted 
state {incro.ced from. listening to iriss Ma.rlonetta sing a.s he lc'.W supine 
on the sofiJ, the exertion is too much for 1ne. I do not know ·when I 
have been equal to such an effort. Fat.out! ifuen did I play 2t billiards 
la.st? 
Fa.tout. De fourteen December de last year, Monsioor. 
And again.: 
M:r. Listless. • ••• I have thought very seriously of Cheltenham.: ver-3 
seriously and profoundly. I thought of it-"let me seew-when did I think 
of it? Fatout1 1\lhen did I think or going to C'rteltenham., a.nd did not go? 
Fa.tout. De Juillet twenty-von, de last summer, Monsieur. (NA, p. 415) 
Mr. Listless is moved at times to stunmon enerf!3 to turn tha pages 
of Harionetta' s music, and imen she plays allegro, the effort equates 
! 
t-;:, that of moving mountains for his love. The reader is consequently 
not su.rprlsed to learn that Harionetta. chooses 1c1r. Listless 't'!hen she 
loses Scythr'Op. l!lention must be made of' another fa.cet of Mr. Listless• 
character, and that is his ;penchant for the latest fashion. 'lhis is 
exhibited by his habit of retiring to make the effort :,f tuo night1y 
toilets in order to "present hilr1self in becoming taste. ti (NA, p. 41.5) 
Listl.ess is both an enjoyable creation and a living one; Peacock's 
id.t and aldll 001ubine for this success:fu.l drawing. 
Mr. llilacy is the la.st :male character one needs to examine in 
Ni;mtmare Abbe;v.;. Peacock uses this figure to achieve a stable balance 
in the topsy~,turvoy talk of transcendentalism a:rJCl also to discount th,s 
conclusions of the metaphysical discussions of the general group. Hr. 
Hilary" in defending a happy disposition, concludes a depressing arii."U-
:ment Hith this a.cut<~ observation. '~J!.d.santhropy is sometii:r;es the product 
of di sappo:inted benevolence; but it is m.orG frequen't.ly the offspring 
of overu0ening and mortified vani i?h quarrelling tli th the world for 
not being treated better than it deserves .. ri (NA, p. 392) As gctardian 
in doing so :t"e ... enforccs his t.'Ontact 1:,Jith reality. He does no·t lose 
sight of humor even daring the first small crisis of being too p:reci ... 
pitate in p:t"Oposing a ,settl$me.~.t between Scythrop and Hurionetta. 
''H'r. Glotiry, I do not very woll understand ill this. 0 
1";::Jhims, brother Hilacy • some little foolish love quarrel, nothing 
more~. 1tfu:i m::.;, freaks, .April showers. They rill be hlotm over by 
to1aorrou. n 
Hif not," said ltt ... Hilary, r"these April sh01:1erf, have 111ade us April 
fools.f;j, 
l'l-2.rionetta is a del:ightful creaticm of Peacock's, his most .successful 
vivacious young wo1-1an yet produced.. Her lively pcrsona1ity o.nd her uit--
as exhibited in her recitation to Mr .. Listless ol a 11 compendioua m.ethod 
She spies Scythrop and describes his actions as the lesson in 11oourtship. u 
Sit rii th your back to the lady and read Dante; onl,y be sure to begin in 
the middle, and turn over three or four pages at once..-backwards as vrell 
a.s forwards, and she nill i:m.mediately perceive that you are desperately 
in love uith her-.. desperately. 
• 0 • • 
She lJould s;;y, per:haps, some people have odd methods of sh.oHing their · 
affacticm. (!JA, 1'• 380) 
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Her role of a coquette .... -al taring her feelings so that tamen Scyf,h:rop' s 
love is fiowing, hers is ebbing: trJhen his is ebbing, hers is .flowing ...... 
is one she plays quite well, but she is not without sympathy for her 
lover. She atte11Ipts to pacify Scythrop when he becomes c'Jist:raug.lit at 
her indifference, and is even "t>Jilling to lay aside her scruples to visit 
!Zr .. Flo sky in his chambers in order to discover the reason for Scythrop' s 
deepening air of :rriy$tery.. That she is sincere is rather evident men 
she faints at the sight or Scythrop holding Celinda Toollad' s hand. She 
cannot. su.ccwub to ticythrop' s transcendental flair of drln.king blood to 
prove or pledge their love.. She is practical. enough to turn to Mr. 
Listles.s and find cor1tl'ort in his off er 0£ 1n.a.rriage tJhen Celinda.' s 
presence ri1akes Z:.iarionetta uncomfortable in the role as Scythrop' s be-. 
loved. Peacock's sympathy for Harriet She.lley, tmich he exhibited in 
his def'ense 0£ her st Shelley's desertion. ma:y have inclu ced hi.m to labor 
to create a. roore loveable .t'i~re in his presentation of her lively 
nature, wt 'l:.ftl.atever the reason, Marionetta remains a very good exa.'11-
ple of his grcnd.ng skill in successful characterization. 
CHAPTER III 
In 1822 Thomas Love Peacock published what he told Shelley as a 
"collll.c romance" in which he intended to satirize "ill the oppressions 
that are done under the wn. "1 This book was entitled ~ Marian. 
Peacock put aside his usual house-party fonm.ila for this tale and 
used instead an adventure,.,.filled narrative in the scyle of the cur-
rently popular romantic novel. The reader mst keep in mind, ho~ ever. 
that Peacock intended for his book to be a comic romance, for his satire 
hit many times on the very conventions or the traditional romance . 
Peacock used Joseph Ritson's 1795 collection of ballads as his 
source for the Robin Hood t.ue in ~ Marian. Sir Walter Scott also 
used Ritson as a source in the writing of Ivanhoe and there are m.aey 
similariti s in the tm bo~ks. !vari.hoe was published in 1819,. thre 
years be.fore ~ Marian's publication date, but a. year after the major 
portion of Peacock's novel wa,s written. Peacock wished to avoid aey 
connection th Scott's lx>ok, and on the 1822 edition placed this 
comment, "This little -work, with the exception of the three 1ast 
chapters, was written in the autumn of 1818. 02 
1 Richard Garnett, ed. , Thomas ~ Peacock; Letters .!£ Edward F!ook-
ham !Ea Pergx ] • Shelley ~ Fragments .2f Uwblished Manuscripts 
{Boston, 1910), P• 81 , 
2peacock, Maid rari.an, P• 44J. All subseq-1ent references to Maid 
Marian (abbreviated MM) will appear parenthetic~ in the text.-
l.J-0 
l.J.1 
The action in ~ Marian revolves. around the li ve.s o.f Matilda Fi't.7..-
water. daughter of the Baron or Arlingford. ~.nd her !iance Robert Fi.tz-
Ooth, Earl of Locksley and Huntingdon. Robert has jeopardized bis income 
with lavish entertaining and has incurred the t·tt'ath or King Henry 'by 
hunting deer in Sha:rwonu For·ast. · At the t·rodding eereraony for the couple, 
a. king's troop nttempts to arrest Robert, and, 1:men he esc£tpes, p:ro-
cl~s his outlawry. Matilda refuses to renounce her lover and con .. 
tinues to see him until they are involved in a skirmish with the Sheriff 
of Nottinghrun. Robert,, 't>m.o is no1a called Robin Hood, gains ti,]'() new 
members for his forest band--Will Gamraell and Friar ii1.chael of Rubygill 
Abbey--a.s a :result of this fight. He loses the pri vileg~ of seeing 
!Jratildai, however, for b.er father locks her in the castle to prevent 
possible hani-1 to her person and to his propertor. Eventua.ll.y Prince John 
attempts by force to take l\1at~lda as a bride. She and her father .n-e 
rescued by Robin :,nd h:i,s men .from the siege of their castle. Robin a.nd 
Marian remain in Sherc«>od until Richard the liirst returns from the 
Crusades, visits them, :tl1d pardons Robins, restoring his lands. At 
Rich....rd's death; John becomes king and the men:r :foresters return to 
Shert-10od ttto live long ·togetbar" under its green boughs. 
Peacock" s 01,m love of the ".free forests of his youth and his fond 
memories of' his long rrunbles .among the greenirood .· pa.th.s lead him to give 
to the book a predo11inantly .forest setting. '1.',he drawing room settings of 
his conversation novels give place to Robin's hospitable t.a.ble deep :tn 
Sherwood's glens. Important as Robin roay be to th~ action .• and Peacoek 
.shows more concern for pbysi.cal. action in ~ Marian than in the previ-
ous novels, it is not this forest king t'!lho dominates the tale. Mr. 
Brett-Smith. gives the credit to Friar Michael in this na.nner: 
The hilarious action and unquenchable high spirits of the romance find 
their naturru. centre in li'rla.r Nichael, uho 1Jreaks intc:i a ~..ong or a catch 
tlS irapul$ively and irresistibly as he enters upon a bout of quarterstaff. 
The friar co d.ominates every scene in which he appears., that Maid}113;rian 
might almost hav~3 been urltten ·with a.Yl eye to the operatic stage.J 
spill over their 1~obes1 and over one another, in their haste to leave 
the oha.pe1-uone tall friar atone vJas untouched by the pa..nic of his 
brethren., m-1d stood steadfastly uatching the combat t:ti. th his arms a-
During the dinner luhich follow·ed the soldier:::;• return to the abbey, 
E'ather P"deh:ael is brazen enough to considei~ aloud that the lau 11ould 
suffer dearly £row. Robert's outlar:n:'7. When questioned about his de ... 
throughout the book: 
Let 1riy frock ••• anm,r~r for its ei:·m sins. It is worn past covering 
mine. It is too we~ :for a shield,. too transparent fo:i:~ a :screen, too 
thin for a shelter·. too light for era.vi ty, .and too threadbare £or- a 
,jest. The wearer ·Nould be naught indeed i.rho should misbeseem srrnh a 
uedding garment.. (.t;IH, P• 4.52) 
Som.e o:f: th.e friar's character is explained in a catch nbich he 
sings with N.-a.tild~ before the Baron and 13ir Ralph, the king's envoy. 
His song tells that he once was a .knight, Hhose love of hunting .tnd 
good liVing left hi'm little tinie 1;',() consider a future 11:te as a 
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first displays bis sturdy arm. on ·the bridge in a sl"..irmish ttl.tb the Sheriff 
o.r N'ottingham..- Sir R~1ph .• and their men. 
The fri.ar continued nourishing his staff among the sheriff's men, 
knocking doun one, breaking the ribs of another, dislocating the shoul-
der of a third, flattening the nose of. a fourth, era.eking the skull of 
a fifth, and pitching a sixth into the river •••• (MM, p. 479) 
It is interesting to note 't.c1lat Garnett footnotes this passage with the 
1:·em.arlc, 0 Imitated frora Rabelais. 0 P.ea.oock gained much of his taste for 
boisterous aotion from l1is early reading in Ra.bela.5.s, alt.hough he could 
have been., in FTiar lfi..oha.el' s charat-terization, merely st:ri ving to em. ... 
broider E'ri.ar Tuck of the old b?,llad.s into a character which suited his 
.mood and parpose. Friar Michael d1splay-s his milita.r-,;f prowess onyet 
another occasion. At the siege of Bttro.n I;'i tzu,9.ter' a castle, the Friar 
comes to the aid of Matilda as she is about to be taken prisoner 'by the 
licentious Prince John .. 
• • • the devil suddenly appeared among them in the likenes.s of a taJ.l 
fria.r ••• flourishingan eight-foot sta:f"f, with which he laid about him 
to the right and to the left, knocking ck>'tm the prince and his men as 
if they had been so many nine-pins: in fine. he • • • rescued the 
· prisoner .; • • • (t-1M, P• 495} 
This second incident showing the Friar• s ardor for ;):-Att.1e is a qu.ite 
necessary one for hi.s characterization. He earliel" tells Sir Ralph, 
''I am, as it trere. her spiri tuaJ. lov,3r; and. were she a damsel errant, 
I il.~uld be her ghostly esquire, and her :friar :m.ili tant. n · His ai'fection 
is most apparent ~men he comes to the castle to tell the Baron and 
Matilda that he must leave the abbey. The nat.ural good huroor and tune.. 
ful conversation give r.·ray to a e;loominess nhich is apparent only thiD 
once. Both his words and action at his farewell to Ji<Iatilda. give insight 
to his persona.li ty. ". • * 'i.'arewell, sueet Ha tilda again, the alpha 
and omega of father V.dchael, the first and the lastt ••• He kissed 
l4atilda ~ s forehead, and ualked :J..way ld thout ,::1, song. 11 (NH, 
The friar, Hith this one exception, proves himself both witty and 
full of good hu:mor in all his actions and conversations. One part of 
his philosophy seems to be contained in his sta.tem1ent, " ••• ther0 is 
often more sem;e in an old song than in a r1ew homily.'' 1i51) 
He sings fo Sir R!.lJ.:ph a reply to the courtier's intimation that many 
nobles nill pledg,e their honor to capture the escaped earl. 
"'rhe courtly pad doth amble, 
t'l'hen his gay lord would ramble: 
But both may catch 
An a1:lkward scratch, 
If they ride :1n1ong the bramble: 
The bramble, the bramble, the bonny forest 
bramble. 11 (Mi\1, P• h51) 
He also explains how the trout acquired his two desirable charactfJr-
istics of' redness and shyness hy the sing,1.ng of a song trhich sets 
forth th.G: "physical-historical, or natural-superindnctive solution" 
to this mystery. 
Ono other t:t·ait o.f his, especially evident &fter he becor.ies Friar 
'ruck or Robin's band, is his outstanding ability to justify, by his 01m 
set of logical standardo, all that the forest kingdom wishes t.o do~ The 
.friar once e.Jq)lained to the Baron Robin'• s position as king of tho forest 
and did so 1d.th both gusto and facility .. 
TN1u1t title ha<l William. of Normandy to England, that Robin of Locksley 
has not to mer1,y Shen.10od? 'Willi&ll fought .f'or his claim. So does 
Robin. With 1;m.om, bo't,h1 With. a1w that 1Joul<l or ir.i.11 dispute it. wu ... 
lia;:".! ro.i::;ed cont1"ibution1:,. So does Robin. From nhom, both? D'ro:m all 
th,3.t they could or can make pay the:r1. Why arw pay them to Willi.ant? 
lrl'hy do any pay them to Robin? For the same reason. to both: because 
they could :r~t or cannot help it.. They dif':ter indeed, in this, that 
ti'J.lliarri took f:rom: the poor and gave t.c the l'ich" and Robin takes ft•om 
the rich and gi v.es to the poor: and th.el"0:i.n is Robin illegi ti.mate; 
though in all else '.he is troa p:ri..nce. O~·i. p. I198) 
Say you, might overcomes l"ighti I say no. There is no right hut migh,t: 
and to sa:;, that might overcomes right i.s to say that right overcoi.11es 
itsel:f't an absurdiizy' most palpable ..... ,. Your right tm.s right a:fl long 
as you could m~ntain it; so is ours. (I1M, P• 499) 
Hast thou thy st,on1ach full of steel? Uilt thou diversify thy repast 
1d. th a taste of' rrw oak ... grafi"r Or wilt thou inelil'm thirre heart to our 
venison. 'Nhich. truly is cooling? Wilt thou fight? or ·wilt thou dine? 
or uilt thou fight and dine? or idlt thou dJ.ne tUl.cl fight? I ttm for 
thee. choose as thou mayest.. (l~{, p • .533) 
The friar, then. with his gift for quips, jests, songs, and battles. 
is a most .remarkable creation. He is distinctly rounded. en&n,red tu th 
the devotion and spiri'blal affection iihich both his position and his 
cover his liking for the good life, and who is not above leaving the 
sufficient aJ.:wa;ys and reason seems to gu;.ide ill of his deeds. 
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F'ollio-tt of cr:otqt~e.i Castle ·and ·nr. Opimian of Pall Gran?,;e consistently 
.;;1.re t;overned by the com:11011 sfmse reasoning of the rational n1an of the 
e:i,ghteenth century. Romud Mason states thati iewith their N0 ,:1nus and 
their 1'1SJ.deira .ind their benevolent but implacable To:r.yimn, they form 
a solid phalanx of pure Peacocks.~t4· This ident,ificaf.ion of the clergy-
views are further discussed by Redman. "His position, it seexns, was 
arrived at by a, sturdy common sense which was sharpened by an increas:tng 
scepticism. • • • Ii' oo one O·f his chtarncters served him as ft true 
mouthpiece, 
;;: 
a good many of 1hem enjoyed a distrib11ti.on of his ideas.«O 
~,~ .Ma:da.n, Peacock uses the common sense a;ttH:.udes of the clergymen 
to mairrt,ai:n the bal.ance of conversation .md ideas. 
The second su0cessful character to be cl:tscusGed is the choleric 
Baron of Arli,ngford. '.the reader is f':lrst aim, by the conflicts 'Nhich 
sleepless night wor:cying about ·the events of his d.iughter' s broken 
wcd<ing and upon the entrance of the f:n.ar and Sir Ralph, 
transfers his r.age to the reF1ains of 1:rhat had been intended for the 
wedding feast. 1'1He looked up e.t them fiercely, H'.tth his :mouth full 
Ralph tries "to excuse himself for· his action of the d.:iy before, the 
4anrett..Smith, pp. cxlvi-cxlvii. 
5,1 ' . " "' .. [l.eam,,~n,. p.. x:;u1.. 
bt.1J::vn replies in a :mti.nner not easily forgotten. 
I a:m very mnch obliged to you, sir .. ,. • very exceedlngly obliged.. Your 
:solicit1.1d0 for my daue;htor is truly paternal, and f'or a young wm and. a 
stranger verJ singular and exemplary: and it is very kind 1,i thal to come 
to the relief of my insufficiency and inexperience, an.cl ooncer·n yourself 
so nmch in th;at which concerns you not. (HI·:!, p. 460) 
'I:he oam:n be,;;omes so aroused . that he cannot agree nhether Sir Ralph hns 
done him irrong or right, at length he concludeG he has dom1 him both .. 
The baron shows Some discernment in judging character, however~ f'or when 
the con:versation takes a sudden turn, he pins the friar dotm quite 
neatly. 
a1,zy- warfare," said the fri.a:r, iris not of this trorld. I am militant not 
against man, but the devil, who goes about seeking what he may devour. '1 
"Oh,t does he so1" said the baron: 
.t'or him so often in br:f buttery. n 
nthen I take it that makes yr511 look 
{ !ifcl, p • !i,61 ) 
The baron9 s most vulnerable part of his nature is that which deals uith 
his daughter Matilda. The old man is genuinely concerned for her, and 
has o.ru.y her best interests us hi:;:; goals of action. When she ·wishes to 
go hunting, she tells 11im he litay send as maxzy- of his grooms iii th her as 
he desires, 
ar,w grooms ••• are all false knaves. 'l'here is not a rascal among them 
but loves you better than me. Villains that I feed and cJ.othe. '~ 
1isurely, '1 said Matilda, ait is not villai:nly to love me: 
should be sorr"'J rrr::t" father i1ere an honest man. i~ (U!4:, p. 
if it be, I 
l.i,64) 
M1on the baron's te1119er does erupt, he furm.shes nore comedy for 
the reader. The fritir incurs his li,'l"ath by sing'ing an inappropriate 
song 1.Jith Hatilda, and the baron gives him this epitaph. '11A hunting 
friar, trulyt lJho ever heard be.fore of a hunting friar? A profane, 
roa:rl.~. bawling. mmper-bibbing. neck-breaking. catch-singing frial"?tt 
On one other occasion he sings ~ ueloome fu. the friar lV naming his 
virtues., and reeei ves a like favor. in refurn .. 
0 Hor hot f!'iartn said the· oaron-"singing friar,, laughing !rtar,. roaring 
.friar. fighting friar, hacking frl.ar, thw.1eking f'rl.art cracking, eraeking, 
era.eking .:friar; joke..cracld.ng,. bottle-eraeldng., skull-e:racldng frlar! 0 
"And hot ho!" said tlle f'rl..u-.... - 0 b()ld ~. old baron;. s:tnrdy baron.. 
wordy baron, long baron, strong baz>on_ mighty baroll,c n1gney- baron,. 
mazed baron, craz.ed baron, hacked baro'n,, thwacked. baron; craclced. crac.iced. 
cracked baron; 'bone-.aracked. sconce-cracked. brain-cracked baron!'" 
(HM, P• '483) 
'the. baron makes both an all'd..able and. lasting impre$sion on the reader. 
He and the frl.ar, in their n:wnerous repartees, lend a good. deal of 
spirit to the book. They- are the ma.instay of the novel; they are the 
Matilda, to be sure, i~J a sympathetic character, wt she does 
not show her individttal 1uett.J.e en,ugh to be.come identified with .;; per ... 
sonali 1:'if. She is· true to Robin. is fai th£ul to her father, a,,d graceful 
in her love of the sylvan life •. She does not. hot-mver, seem capable of 
matching swords w:1. th Richard I, as Peaoook s:zy-s, itas long as ever man 
held bim.u! It is this role o:t the baccaneer t:Jhioh perheps is most incon .. 
sistent. 'lhe reader may readily afford her the liberty to shoot a 'bow 
and ~·r. wt to at-tempt to £oree a knirJ1t of t:be stature or Richard 
the Lionhearted to go t·mere he did. not· wish to go se-ems a flight. of the 
au.thor's wildest imagination. Peacock seems to N},com.in.end Matilda's 
tastes to the reader in tm.H::h the same fashion that he favored Anthella' s: 
b-
lea.ming in L[ellnci'1.n1rt.. 
Peaooak added qui.te a bit'b ·th~ old ballads' presentation of the 
eharacter 0£ !~rtan. She bad, a.eco:rding to one ballad taken from 
Peacock's source. great skill i-1ith the bow, but she had mt the nobility 
of mind which !-ia.rian displayed.. Robin is able to persuade her to marry 
him the same afternoon that they meet. 6 Maid Marian ~eeras to be so 
slight a character that the reader i.s able to :re-maniber an agreeable, 
Robin,, also, is not a successful character. The earl rules the fo:r-
est and his 111en, 'tu t he never becomes the center or attention. He ea.n 
fight better at quarterstaff than the friar, but the tri.ar is so :much 
jollier, the re.ader ,might pre.fer him to ·win over his liege lord. Robin 
is useful as a vehicle 1:W' which Peacock can present bis satire; the 
forest king's praetiees are excellent contradictions for that t1hich i.ra.s 
folloired both by Richard I and by the rulers bound qy the Holy Jlllianee 
feel that Robin is a fit ruler; he therefommaltes him: 
• • • as valiant. honourable and courteous as Coeur-de-Lion himself. and 
Peacock's Robin is noble in character as in descent; he is freed rrom 
the rough handling or the peddlers and tinkers ot the ballads; the 
gigantic friar, l\ho rooira down everyone else, cannot guard his sconce 
against him in combat; as a po,pular leader and a practical philanthropist 
l1e 'r-r.ins the devoted loyal:ltf of his follouers.7 
Robin the ruler,., t.o be sure, is noble, but Robin the man remains 
an enigma. The reader cannot feel that. be is a, living character and 
therefore remembers the gay frlar and grumpy baron instead of the high-
born Robert Fitz-Ooth and Matilda Fitzwater. 
6Frances Jenkins Olcott, ed., uRobin Hood and Clorinda," Stor:,-
'l'elling Ballads {Boston, 1920), P• 300 .. 
7
- t"" ,'!' • tl., .~ u,1.:li.i ,"'"".:ifin' ,u., P• cxv:t. 
originally on a r:;alking tour in Wales 'in 1£309, b.tt did not. see or cor-
respond with her ~gm..."1 until 1819. Her lmotJledge of Wel.sh tradition 
and her se:t'Vices as a g,uide in Peaoock'.s reading of' Welsh legends aided 
him in realizing his desire to contribute to Welsh. scholarship, as 
. 0 
well ac to write an interesting tale. 0 The boo}:: was published in 1829 
and is considered by many or Peacock's .:xk,iirers as his best ;;,mrk.9 
Peacock combines two legends in his book, the legend of Sei thenyn 
the drunkard and the stoey o.f TaJJ.esin the bard. Taliesi11 is the central. 
character of the book, but Seithel".\111 is tho most unforgettable one., 
J. B. Priestley credits t.1:le Seithenyn legend 1;rl.th giving the book 
its merit. 
The introduction of' the Seithe:nyn legend uas a particularly happy 
stroke, for out of it Poaco"ck contrives the richest and roost picturesque 
scenes in the tale. and its greateat character, the best of all his 
comic figures. Seithenyn himseli' •••• Seithenyn ••• t8 a genuine 
indi:viduaJ. creation, one of literaturets ilnmortal topers. 
The blending of the t110 legends can best. be shoi·m by examining an 
outline of the action. Peacock opens his narrative by setting forth the 
political stro cture of Britain in the sixth century, as it suits his 
8D. Garnett,. Introduction to Hisfortunc-m gi J}µ.nhin. 13There is no 
reason to think that Peacock was ez:aggerat:'i.ng when he told Sir Edward 
Strachey that he uas proud of the fact that ;,~reish archaeologists ·treated 
his book as a serious and val.uable addition to Welsh history.'' P• 550. 
9saintsbury prefers ~'it to almost all of them.ll Introduction to El.phi~, 
p. vii. Horbert Wright, (''me A,::;socie.tions of 'lhomaa Lov<fl Peacock Hi.th 
Wa.1.es,n Essays~ Studies, ed. John fuchan {Oxford, 1926}. XII, 42. 
Iroddon considers it a 1tmasterpiece. c; p. 135. 
10Prie$tJ.ey. P• 69. 
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purpose. Uther Pendragon holds r;no:minal sovereignty of Britain, 0 and 
several petty kings rule sm.aller portions of the kingdom. Gf;'fY'thno 
rules the kingdom of Garedigion which borders the sea..coast :and nhich 
is kept dey" by a great embankment protecting the louland country. 
Teithrin, one of the keepers of the dike, discovers by accident that 
his is the only portion of the embankment being k~pt in repair. He 
reports this information to .Elphin, son of the king, and the two men 
immediately pay a visit to Se.1.thenyn, ruler of the embankment. They 
· find the prince 'in his cupsn and as little concerned about the sea or 
the dike as his forefathers ha.d been. The embanklr'lent, however, gives 
way th.at same night and Seitheeyn leaps into the raging waters to do 
battle uith the ffenenw ... Elphin, Teithrin, and .Angharad, daughter .of 
Sei thenyn, 1d th her train. escape by ualking along the remainirlg mound 
to higher ground. The kingdom is nooded and till-en fil.phin becomes king. 
he has only som.e high hills and a salmon-·weir to ri1le. In the neir, 
after his marriage to Angharad, he finds a baby dressed in rich clothes 
whom Angha.rad christens Ta:l:iesin, '*Radiaµ:t. brot?. '' Taliesin grot-rs to 
manhood, educated in part by old GtrJYtbnO and in part by the Druid priests 
·who still teach their lore in the recesses o:f the hill oou.ntry. Talies!n 
falls in love ·with El.phin'.s daughter. Melanghel, and is loved. in return. 
Elphin is, ho·wever, carried to the court of King Maelgon "t..-iho keeps him 
a prison~r. Teithrin, in revenge, is able to capture Rhun., son of 
Maelgon, and promises to hold him prisoner until the hand o:f El.phin 
himself sets Rbnn free. Arthur, not;;r ruler, has lost his queen . G~mnyvar,, 
and Taliesin, in his joume;r to Artbur•s · court, learns from the butler, 
Seithenyn, that I\ing Melvas bolds her prisoner. Arthur cannot take his 
troops to Avallon 1mere Melvas-has retired .for the winter, and Taliesin 
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goes hi.n1self to seek the queen's rescue. Seithenyn again a.ids .him and 
Melvas is persuaded to return Gwenyvar. For this serVi.ce Taliesin is 
granted .a boon, which he uses to secure Elphi:n' s release, and 't.he han.d 
of Melanghel in marriage. 
SeitheP..yn, from his first appearance t,o his last, is invol,ted with 
proving his edict: i7!,Jine from. gold. That is 1izy- taste. Ale is uell:, 
mead is bette1."; ·wine is bei>t.. Horn is well; silver is bette1"; gold 
is best. '111 Hr. Campbell praises hin in this paragraph. 
There ii:1 nothing oi' the mere comic silhouette or vcntr:Uoquist' s dummy 
about Geithenyn; drink :is the whole of his philosophy, bu.the has in-
fi.r1ite variety in his approaei.~ to this subject. Everything that he· sags 
seems unexpected bocause it is so mu.ch his o·tctn. He is one of those rare 
characters in fiction iiho s't.P.;;."lld out u:t th a glorious solidity from the 
first moment, making the ot\1~r persons in the scene fade by comparison 
:i.nto ;::1ere types or shadows. -~ · 
Other critics also give praise to Seithe.rwn. 
• • • tho best tM.ng in the book is Prince Sei thenyn, As Warden of the 
Em.banktt1e1it that keeps the sea. .trom Gwythno' s domail1s he is a terrific 
Pantagr..1elian figure, and at the same time an open and continuous satire 
on the op;posi ti.on to parli.:i111enui.ry retorm. He is a real creation and 
ever-,rt114~ he sa;ys hm:, the RB.belaisian ring of gigt.n"tic foolishness and 
wisdom. 
l)Iagnificently ou t:rageouB., he propels himself and the novel he revives 
into an isolated ir,nnor·talit,y. He is of Dickfnsian rt.!011ld and Peacock 
either cou.ld not or would not di.tplicn.te hi.In.· . · 
11 Peacock, 1'E2, Misfortunes 2f El.phi?\• p. 6o4. All subsequent 
referemcee to The l,1is:Lortunes 2f. Elphin ( abbreviated NE} 1,ril1 appear 
parenthetically in the text. 
12crunpbell, p. 63. 
t3lkinr,/ 1,- -,J.1ly .h''edden, 11'.rhomas Love Peacock, 0 1J1.e Ely;Aish Novelists, 
ed. Derek V0;.'t -..lt1oyle. (London., 1936), P• 135. 
1l}Hason, P• 243. 
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Saithe:n;yn is as outstanding i"or his particular type of reasoning. 
as he is :tor his dl"Ul,k:.-mness. 1,hen he imrites Teithrin to take a seat 
ner.r him, he e.:,cpla:ins that his g,uest need not ili:'aw b.n,ck for lack of 
royal blood. 
come on. t'Wn, oome on. u-hat, if you be not t..'he son o.:f a king, you m~e 
the guest of Sei thenyn • • • The most honourable pluce to the most honour ... 
able guest, and the next most honourable place to' tho next most honour ... 
able gu.est • • • mid fihere there are wt two guests, be the most ho:nonr .... 
able who he m:zy, the least honourable of the tt<JO is. next in honour to 
the most honourable of the tt-ro, because they are no :a1ore but t-t:ro; and,, 
·where there are or.J.y ttro, there can be nothing between. Therefore sit. 
and drink. (I~, P• 560) 
Hir. defense of the rotten st~te o.f the erubankment 1·i1ich is u.nder his 
is ,surely a.n ev.joyable ~ple of :Pea.cock~ s natire on Canningi s defense 
of the British Constit~tion. 
Decay •••• is one thing, and danger is another .... That the e1;_1 ... 
ba.nkment is old, I m11 free to confess; that it is somewhat rotten in 
parts, :r 1d.11 not altogether deny; tha.t it is any the worse for that. 
I do most sturdily gainsay • • • Our ancestors were 1-tl.ser than we: 
the-.r built it in their w:i.sdom; and, if ue should be so rash as to try 
to mend it, we should only mar it. 
• • • • 
I say. the parts that are rotten give elasticity to those that ore sound; 
they give them elasticity, elasticity, elasticity. If it were all sound, 
it would break by its 01;-m obstinate stiffness; the soundness is checked 
by tho rottenness, and the stiffness is balanced by the ela.sticlt.v'. - • 
It is uell; it liUl'ks well: let well DJ.one • • .. It 1-Jas haJ.f rotten when 
! lrcts born, and that is a conclusive reason -vmy it should be threa parts 
rotten when I die. (ME, p. 561) 
Seithezwn exhibits a quality 1:d:lich. is univeroal among mankind.. His 
speech satirizing the Canning defense exposes this trait in Seitlienyn 
which neve:r leaves him--the ruler or the ei:nbankraont nlshes to conserve 
all or his energies which are not engaged in the drinking of 1n.ne. His 
sys'l:,em. of virtual "upervicion ...... per.haps a prototyµe of the in erti.a 
which has led to many a modern project• s domn--is condensed and pre-
sented bel01·:r as an exm1rple of' this universality of his character. 
The imole of these towers L• erected alon! the embankment to give shelter 
to the guards tiho took care of the moun~f, and their companies of 
guards, were subordinate to a central castle, i~hich commanded the sea.. 
port ••• a.nd where dwelt Prince Seithenyn ap Seitbyn Saidi •• :. Lord 
High Commissioner of the Royal l1'mban.~ent; and he executed it l his 
dn:ti} as a personage so denominated might .be expected to do; he drank 
the profits, and left the e1nbankment to his deputies, ·who left it to 
their assistants. ·cmo lef't i·t to itself'. (ME, p. 55.5) 
Seithenyn is remarkable not only for his speeches, but also for 
his rwtions.. His attempts to appear dignified before t.he no:t:t or his 
king are an exm..11ple or the manner in which. })ea.cock makes this character 
"live." 
He endeavoured to straighten hinrnelf. into perpendicularity, and to 
stand steadily on his legs. He accomplished half his object by 
stiffening all his jointe b.l.t those of his ancles, and from. these the 
rest of his bod;r vibrated upwards with the inflexibility o::t.• a bar. 
Af'ter thus oscillating for a t:iine, like an inverted pendulum • • • 
he suddenly relaxed the muscles that perform. the operation of sit-
ting, and dropped into his chair like a plummet. (ME, p. 559) 
Peacock does not, ns Shakespeare did not, attempt to make a 
completely despicable drunkard. Seith:e:nyn, like F&lsta.ff', w-as not a 
co11ard. l>:hen '!'ei th:rin ho.s convinced the daz.ed and drunken Sei thenyn 
that the sea is the ener-,zy- tiho has hanned him, Seithe:nyn flourishes 
his ~10:rd and believing "that 'there is{" !lfl7 enemy on earth against 
tmom the .Strord of Seithenyn ap Seithyn is 1.mavailing, ii: jumps into 
the torrent. (i~;. P• 570) 
Seithenyn' s impudence is perhaps best shoun ·when he tells Ta1eisin 
that l(ing 1~Elphin, as you call. him, ( 11.a.at he is king of, you shall tell 
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me at leisu.re,) 1;rould do • • • L-hiri/ a. mischief. ri :(ME, p. 607) 
Seithenyn himself' destroyed. Elphin• s kingdom, and this remark can 
co111e only from one uhose greatest concern is for his own pleasures. 
The reader does not feel offended by any of the butler• s stateu1.ents, 
for Seithecyn h~':i fron1 the opening scene displayed the temper of a 
child. He is se_lfish as a cbi.ld.; he is unable to oom.prohend the 
seriousness of his selfish acts as a child is unable to do. 11is 
greatest concern is •1:~Jlne from gold, 1' and in delineating this charac"'" 
ter Pea.cock presents a most fascinating and commanding creature. In 
Seither4Yn alone, he proves his ability to create characterc, but there 
attention. 
The best o:t the secondary characters is not Ta:leisin, but fJielvus, 
the portly 1f:l'mg ,;,JJ:10 takes Giireeyvar for his ·wife. 1"1elvas expounds the 
theory that might makes right, to the severe discom.f ort of his neigh-
bors. A typical example of' his conduct is this: 
The castle • • • presentine; itself to him as a convenient hold, he 
had taken it by storm.; and having cut the throats o! the form.er oc-
cupants, throim their bodies into the To-wy, an,J caused a mass to be 
.sung for the good of their souls, he was now sitting over his bowl, 
wi. th the comfort of a good oonseience, enjoylng the fruits of the 
skilJ. <lnd oouraee with 'Which he had planned and acc..:>111:plished his 
scheme of ways and means f'or the year. Ora, p. 602) 
. . 
His manners were, for the most part, pleasant. He did much mischief 
• • • • for the sake of something tangible. He had a total and most 
compl~cent indifference to every thing bu.t his own will and pleasure. 
If he wanted a piece of land, he encamped upon it, seying, ml'11is is 
raine. "" If the former possessor could eject him, so; it 1-ras .not his: 
if not, so; it remained his. (HE, p. 622) 
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Helvas explains his claiN to Queen Gnenyvar in this r;·o..y. · 1iThe Hinner 
makes the lmip and his lau is al.Hays against the loser.. I am. so far 
the \"1.tnner; and, by my 01:m lm:r, she is lawfully mine." (MEt p .. 62!.1.) 
Even the abbot~ s reminder of the heavenly lrrv-: does not faze him.. 11From 
th2,t it is for you to abmlv~) me; and I dispense my bounty c:,ccording to 
your indulgence .. " (HE, p .. 621+) He doeG relent after Sei thenyn re-
minds him of the reuards which Arthur might give him for Guenyvar\ls 
release, and returns the queen,. He rxrt·rs fro:m the picture 1:n.th these 
uords: ''But I 1:rill muse on your advice; and, as it seems, I may got 
more by follouing than rejecting it 9 I shall very probiibly take it, 
provided that you nou attend 11J.G to the banquet in the hall. (ME, 
P• 626) 
'I'aleisin is not so fine a character in terr11s of displaying a per-
sonality as is l{elvas. He seems to ,1Tander through the tale, carryin.g 
each loose end of the action to the final conclusion. It lJOuld seern 
tht,t Peacock had to have someone to run errands for hiu1, and that 
Taleis:i.n was chosen. The bard is useful for presenting the Welsh 
ballads 1:hich Peaoock either translates 9 approximates, or drar-m from 
his own in1agination. It is not the purpose of this thesis to examine 
the songs, but mention should made of the tnanner in uhich Pe.,1.cock 
is able to fit his songs :into his :narrative& 'l'he 1'\lar Songs of Dinas 
Vn1:J1' ser.ve!3 to ch1:<.racterize King Lfolvas and his soldters. TaleisinQ s 
song at the circle of the bards tells of hit, grievance tilth H2:,:1lgon 
to Arthur, rmd Taleisin also chastirc,en the bards of Haelgori fox• 
their falseness to truth in a song~ The minor characters, King 
Elphin and. 1\ne;harad, n:ce nevc::r fully realized either. They portray 
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Melanghel. oo. blt mne attain elarity of charactsr. 
Peacock, in his treatment of both the .Robin Hood legend and the 
Welsh lege1ldn, seeras to distrtb:tte unevenly 'his efforts at ch.araeto:t' 
drawing. The jolly friar* choleric baron, Seithaqvn, and Melvas. are 
genuine creations, ln.t all the other characters cannot be cl..a..ssed as 
sueb. Peacock, to be $U;re .• :i,.s interested in satirizing the Holy 
Alliance in I·laid ?Jan.an and uses the Friar as his spoke,sm.an. Similarly • 
. .............. - . 
he uses SeitheyWn to satirize canning and the othe.r opposeT~ to the 
re£orm of th.e British Constitution. Disappointing as it. ma,y bo that. 
Peacock does :oot at:te..'llpt to do even eha.racte:rizati.on, tb.s four vmom 
he does present more than prove his skill to d..o not. just. character 
drawing. wt to perform tdth the masters of this ar,t; 
IV 
I:n i831 Peacock published his sixth ru.:nrel, Crotchet .9f~stJ.~~-
this hoolc, Peacock returns to housepart,y setting, 
incorporatcr; in hiG title the m:rn11;'.! of his h.:mtt s h<:)Lrne. In Crotchet 
in BXJY of' the novclc yot to 'bo producE:d. There i.s still one figare 
nent, 1;Jishes to hr:ia:t several philosophical quest.ions settL~d before 
he dies. To ftccomplir,h t.ri.is invites some cr-otcheteers to his 
f,hortly boforo thir; group comes, his s,:::m, Crotchet Jr., abandons his 
fiancec' t:hen he lcarnn that her fortune is lost. The younger Crotchet 
h@.s been in love 1;rith Captain li'itzchron.e, bllt feels that love in a 
1peacock, Crotchet Castle, p~ 652.. All si.:.tbsoquent references to 
Crotchet, Castle (abbreviated. CC) -:dll n:ppem~ J)~Emthetically in the 
'text. - - -
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ootto.ge 1cJOuld not bG so comfo:i.·table a.r; love :tn ::1 castle, and thoref"ore 
she rejects her poor;;:i:r lover. 'l'ho Casitain is present at Crotchet Castle 
Bnd puJ:'m:ws his suit diligently. One of the mo:,;t frequent guosts at 
castle is the Reverend ihctor folliott uhose great appetite is 
matched only by his great h,arning among the classical authors. The 
part,y iD noted for the numerous accetrt.rics, Hr- Henbane, f'Lr. Fire-
J:t:avesdrop. and Hr. 'Trillo.. All of these cr,entlemen consent 
to g;..:, 011 a i'loating trip up the Thflxnes, ,;-ih:ich resti.l ts in Captain 
Fit;;chrome• ;:;; leaving the party, haVing been dismissed by Lady Clnr0~ 
friend ttr. Chainznail. also a morriber of the group, 1-JD.nders 
thrvugh the mounta:tns o.f miles,. looking at the ruins of cast,ler1. 
meets a young lady, ;Jusannah 0:'oucha:ndr~o., and f'alls in love with her. 
has s,:orn tba.t he vrill not :mar:t7y except to a person of' gentle 
blood, but he proposes ttlthout learning ci the:r tho lady's last nam.e 
or l1er lineage. Once nhe accGpts his suit, she tells him 'that r,he 
is the daughter of a banker whose fortunes and fri(t11ds have both 
di;:;appeared; she is the ex-·fiancee" of the junior Crotchet. 0n the 
C11rii::t:mas following their marriage, the Chainmails inv:l te the house-
guests of Crotchet Cr1stle to com.e to their great hall to celebrate 
the yule in the fashion of the twelfth cent-ury. Hr. Grotchet, ,Jr. j 
has not yet Lady Clarinda, and during the festivities it is learnE3d 
that Grotchet ,JuJ1..ior':::; business has collapsed. flees to the !Jetc;r 
'S'.;orld; tht:1 GDptain is encouraged to purrrue his suit again, and Lady 
Glnrinda, deciding that she tdll not seek to marry mrm.ey again, weds 
One of the raont charming featctres of the rlOV'el is the nuthor' s 
presentation of the faro heroines, Lady Clarinda nnd Sn.san.riaJ1 'l'ouch-
andgo. Both young ladies have strong wills, :ire discreetly feminine 
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Touchandgo is the more romantic figuro of the t"no.. When her lover 
vanish.es upon learning of her lost fortune and her i'r·iends prove un ... 
kind, also, she reti:r-es to a farmhouse in Hales and lives in co1.11plete 
seclusion fro:m. the norld she has kno"&m. She does not pine for her 
lover, but adapts readily to the situation aud she is soon beloved 
by both the Uelsh farri.ily with iihom she boards, arid by the local Sl-Jains. 
Iler pride in deteri:d.ning that her new lover be interested only in 
herself is quite adnrl.rable. This personal pride is important in 
developing the reader• s appreciation bot..h. for her and her su.i tor Va-. 
Chaimaail. 
1':Ir. Chainmail first. encounters ·tho young lady on one of' his 
walks in s~a:t'ch of some ruins of twelfth-century castles. He only 
glimpses at her from a distance, but the sight of a young laey, Hho 
though dressed in peasant oostmne carries herself r.::d th grcJ1.ce and 
style, quite captures his inagination. His actual 1neetin.g vfi th her 
is quite ro11.ianiic. Tho young lady has chosen to sloe:9 in the boughs 
of a tree which overhangs a. thundering ca:tarac't.. He1· position so 
alurms Hr. Chainmail that he leaps the chamu at its narrowest point 
.and deterLnine8 to insure tr.1 his oim protection that his lnd'<J shall 
not f <lll in.to tho gorge should her anakening otarUe her.. iJJr. Chain-
mail's action reminds the read.er of Squire Headlong. '11h.e impulsive 
uction prompted by his sincere concern for Hiss Sun.-m is outrageous 
but exhibits som.e good sense. 
• • • he .sat1 that the first thing to be done Has to prevent her 
thro,;,Jing her feet off the trunk, in the first movements of uaking .. 
He sat do1m on the rock, and placed his f'eet on the stem. securing 
her ancl.es between his otm • • • • He did not attempt to wal<e her. 
becuuse he feared it might have bad oonDequ.ences, and he resigned 
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himself to expect the mo111.ent or her natu.ral t..w.king, determined not 
to stir from his post. it she should sleep till midnight. ( CC., p. 73:3) 
'W't1en .she aw.1kens, the laey- accepts his aid graciously and agrees that 
he shou1d esoort her to the farmhous.e. From this first meeting Mr. 
Chainraail pt1rsu.es his suit, even though he rails in his attempts t,o, 
determine the yoo.ng la{\V's parentage. At la;st .he sueewnbs to her 
ehams and. offers her his· protection as a husband.. This proposal. 
she accepts, mt i,d,shes. first to tall him tor atoiy and gives him the 
choice or retracting his ofter at the end t:>:t her tale .• 
You have Mvr a rl.ght to know 'fJ13' history; .and, if you repent. I ab-
solve you from all obligations. 
She told him her history; bit he wru.i out of the reGch of a:"e,., 
pentance.. (CC, P• 74.5) 
Peacock presents Hiss Susannah with an abundance of both sympath;y 
and charm. She is learned and yet i.s not the uidealist" that Anthe... 
of lagp:tmare Abb!l• wt displays the frank nature or Mf,tild~ in~· 
Marian instead of 14.arionetta•s ·ooquettishness. She exhibit.a her 
pride without once app~ching snobbishnoss. She is the most Romantic 
or all of Peacock's hero.1nes. wt her· au.thor has given her atnpl.e 
indivlduality which ilnprasses t'be reader's memory and leaves him 
believing in and appreciating the mountain '"t\1ll1Ph• n 
Utdy Clarinda is a som.e,,mat cyni_cal figure a.t the beginning of 
the story. To tb.e groat disoomf"ort o.f' her lover, captain Fi tzchrome., 
her remarks on love in a. cottage illustrate this cynicism. 
I dare say• love in a cottage is very pleasant; mt then it posi ... 
ti vel;r mu st be a cottage ornee: .tnt taDUld not the same love be a 
great deal saf·er in a cai:;tle, even :i.f mxtr,l11on f'urnished tho fortifica ... 
"tion? 
,ii • • • 
• • • c:: dun is a horridly vulgar crr:ature; it is a creature I can ... 
not enduro the thought of: ,;nd a cottage lets him. in so easily. lfou 
a cnstle keeps hi:m at bay. (GC:,. PP• 668-669) 
Lady Clarinda exhibits a great deal of 1tl. t in her teasing of her 
anxious lover. 11!:len the captain grows somet..rhat a.ngry at her viens 
on a cottage versus castle~ love, she say::;; 
• • • when I tell you that it [her hea:rj} is still safe in rrw mm 
kecpi:ne;. and that I do not mean to give it auay, the unreasonable 
creature grcrws angry. 
Captrtin ?itzchro1no. .11.'1.gr'J! fm~ from it: I D..1'\l perfectly cool. 
Ludy Clarinda. 
and li:ttinCT: up 
must say anger 
P• 670) 
l)hy, you. a.re. pursing your brons, bi ting your lips, 
your f'oot as if you would 1::rtamp it into the earth. I 
becomes you; you. r:rould make a charm.ing Hotspur. ( CC, 
Lao,y Clarinda torments her lover in still another manner. At the 
first dirmer in Crotchet Castle, she manages to ·cell both tcrr. I-Xac Quedy, 
the economist, rmd l:!r. Dkionar,. th,:,i transcendent,ilist, that her lover 
is quite intere&te<l in their particular crotchet. Throughout the 
mBal each turns to the Captain for support of hio argurnent, a..11d Lady 
Clarinda becot11es very a1,JL1:'md at his discomfort.. Her descrj:ptions o:t' 
tho guests t,;:, hor love1" are bvth delighti\tl for revealing her i.rt'ffi 
perception of charticter and rew:i,rding in the improvement of the novel• s 
point of vif;u. So~ne exam:ples of he:r observations are: 
:r;!ext to her is Hr. Firedamp, a very absurd person, 11ho thinks that 
water is the evil principle. :1ext to hir,1 is Yir.. E!avesdrop. a 1YLan 1efho 
by dint of .B" certain something like smartness has got into fc:PO<l societ,.y. 
He a sort of l:ioolrnellort s tool. and coins all hii:, acqaaintancc in 
reminiscences and sketches of character.. (CC.,. p .. 678) 
It. • • • 
I-Jext to him is Mr. Henbane. the tmd.cologist •••• The first thing 
he did on his arrival here. was to kill the cat; and while Miss 
Crotchet was crying over her. he brought her to life again. (CC,, 
P• 679) 
Her attitude toward Captain Fitzchrome also illustrates her 
individual "Nit and gives the retl.der an am.using example of her person-
ality on display. 
Lady Clarinda. He L-r:tr. Mac Qp.edyJ has satisfied me that I am a 
comm.odity in the market,, and that I ought to set myself at. a. high 
price. So you see he ubo 't'rould have me :nrast bid £or mew 
Captain f'itzchrome. I shall discuss that point ·uith Hr. Hae Quedy. 
Lady Clarinda. N.ot a word foryo1.ir life. Our fiirtation is our O':im 
secret. Let it remain so. 
Captain Fitzchrol1le. Flirtation. Clarinda! Is that all that the 
most ardent--
La.cly Clarinda. Noi:1, don't be rhapsodical here. (CC,. p .. 679) 
For all her apparent pretensions.. the Lady Clarinda is not 
anxious to nsell herself as a oonm1odity*i, She allows her engagement 
to be p-ablicized. but postpones the date until her betrothed has lost 
his f'ortune. At that time, 
Lady Clarinda 'tira.S more sor:cy- for her f a.ther' s disappointment than her 
ot-m;. bu.t she had too much pride to allow herself to be put up a 
second ti.n::te in the money-market; and 11b.en the Captain renoued his 
assiduities, her old partiality :f'o!' hi.m, combining in.th a sense of 
gratitude :for a degree of constancy which she knew, she scarcely de-
served, induced her, irl. th Lord Foolincourt' s hard-i:n-ung consent, to 
share with him a more humble,, but less precarious fortune, than that 
to uhich she had been destined as the :price of a rotten borough. 
(CC, P• 761) 
Lady Clarine.la is ranked by Priestley as the best of cl.1 Peacock's 
,,, 
young o:t old ladies~;, '1l11;;i reader'- Hill accapt t,hei'K' j,1dr;ment .:1.s a 
and the !'ead.01~ with 
0:m.mmnts 1ihich gives such individuality to ho1' person. She has that 
character:,h Peacocli::w s skillful preserrt:;:1tio:n of her is indeed emriable. 
Her Cl'f'Jation is GL"l achievement Hhich occurs through Pcac,-ock' s com= 
binatio:n of several virtues seen in earlier heroinesa She shares 
11arionetta•s flair for coquettislmess. and shone the sa:me abilit,y to 
di.sting12izh c.11aracter that Anthelia !1elincourt did. Peacock i:n drmr-
i11g both 't,11.ese young ladies, Clarinda and Su.sa.11nah, achieves uh.at he 
tried earlier to gain. a fully developed yom1g woman ·v:fhose personal 
trnito are becoming and 11:hose learning is acimirable. 
'l:he Reverend l'bd;or folli·ott is described by Lady Cl::Jrinda as: 
.... an excellent scholar,. a."l.d is fonder of books than the majority 
of his cloth; he is very fond, aloo, of the good t.hings of this 
HO:t'.lo.. is of an adrai:rable temper, a:nd says rt1de things in a 
pleasant half-earnest rm:mner, that nobod;v c£\11 take offence r,1ith .. (cc. p .. 684) 
'I:he :rot_1J.e1"' is first i.illpressed i1i th his love of "the g'Clod things of 
this uor].d. '1 When he enters into the breakf as.t roor11 of' Crotchet 
iG out of patience with hia cook~ 'rhiiJ parson has almost 
2i-:,ries-tley ~ p .. ?1. 
set fire to his house by reading to improve her mind 1;Jhile in bod. 
He is. neverthele·ss. able i•to compose his spirits by the gentle seda-
tive of a. large cup of tea, the demulc~nt of a well-buttered rnuffin. 
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and the tonic of a small lobster. n ( CC, P• 656) Having regained his 
good huri1or, he lectures to the breakfast group, saying that 1'1!'. Crot-
chet is a mun .of taste, and proves his point by explaining that 
taste is infallit'q determined by the array of a man's breakfast table. 
On another occasion, Dr. F'olliott $Jets forth his principles of economy 
:much to the cl.i.sappointment of J:1.r. Mac Quedy. 
'ihe Rev. Dr. Folliott. r,:w principles, sir, in these things are, to 
take as .rJD.ch as I can get, and to Peil¥ no more than I can help. These 
are every man• s principles, wllether they be tho right principles or 
no. Tnere, sir, is politica;l. economy in .a :nutshell. (CC, P• 6.58) 
Both Hr. Mac Quedy and the Reverend Doctor repeat Pea(..'Ock' s gibes 
a.t Kant and his transcendental.ism which were memtioned in l~irm,tma.ro 
Yl!'. Mac Quedy •. I have read the sublime Kant, sir, with an anxious 
desire to u.n<lerst.and him; and I confess I have not succeeded. 
The Rev. Dr. Folliott. He wants the tr.ro great requisites of head o.nd 
tail. (CC, P• 66o) 
lmother portion of the Reverend Uoctor' s personali. ty is ex-posed 
in his answer to Mr. Firedamp's e:xp7ession of hydrophobia.. 
r 
I think the proximity of vJine a matter of much more importance than 
the lon_g,1.nquity of water. You are here within a quarter of a 11Jile 
of the Tha1ues; but in the cellar of my friend, Hr. Crotchet, there 
is the talismanic antidote of a thousand dozen af' old -w-ine; a beau ... 
tiful spectacle, I assure you. and a raodel of arrange111ent.. ( CC, 
P• 661) 
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Dur-lng his encounter nith the thieves. Dr. Folliott easily proves tb.at 
he can not only talk, wt ;tct.. His good genius prompted him to s1dng 
his bamboo stick at just the moment the footpads prepared to hit hi.~ 
with their cudgels. 
Th.e reverend gentleman recoiled tiv0 or three paces. and saw before hil11 
a couple of nli.'fians, mo were preparing to renew the attack, but whom., 
with tr .. ro swings of his bamboo, be laid ir.lth cracked sconces on the 
earth, where he proceeded to deal with them like corn beneath the flail 
of the thresher. 
When there is wt one t'lli'fis.n left to deal 1-rlth, ;,,md that one roars for 
mercy, the doctor belabors him. · all the harder aid. 1:n.akes theee remarks i 
«Mercy, rasw .... what mercy ·were you going to sl10t-1 me, villain? 
What! I warrant me., you thought it imuld OO; an easy m.tttter, and ·:rx> sin. 
to rob and murder a parson on his tmy home fr-,m dinner. ?ou said to 
yourselves, don.btJ.ess, •we•n waylay the rat parson (you irre\rerent 
knave) as he waddles home (you dispa.ragtng ru.ffian), hal:f-seas-over 
(you calumnious vagabond).'" And with every eyslogistic tem..- i.m.icb 
he supposed had been applied to himself'., he inflicted a new bruise on 
his rolling .ind roaring nntagonist. ( cc. !1>• 703} 
The Reverend Doctor Folliot.t' s actions as ,;;ell as his apparent. ze.al for 
this kind. oi' enco-unte:r 'bring instant rend.niscences of Friar Michael of 
~ Marian.. The zesttness of speech and ·capacity- ;t't)r wine of the monk 
have been given tO: the pa.rson. Dr. Folliott has an "interminable sv1aJ.lo1f'l 
t.fuich. can be matched. only by that of the friar of Shen100d forest .• 
Pea.cock.. a.lthoughi obviously concerned 1:d. th pre-senting ~ amiable d.ergy-
man in his portrait of Dr. FoUiott, places more $!1pha.s1s 011 the priest 
as a man than as a churchman. For Peaco clt ,. the nature of the cl.ergy-
man is .p:rim.'2.rily important as he rep,resen-ts a hllman personality and is 
secondarily important as b.e represents a. man of (Jod. In botb Fr.t-u-
Micha.el and Dr. Folliott's characters, it is o.bvious that Peaeoek enjoys 
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1he prle1;1t's liking for a good discussion is quite apparent ru'ld he 
is able to handle all opponents; each discussion ends iri th his emerging 
victorious in defense of classical lea:n'li.ng, good l:i ving. and the aboli-
tion of the advancement of learning movement. Pea.cock, according to Sir 
Henry Cole, used to say that •this character was intended by him to make 
the an1ende honorable to the clere,y for his earlier satires of them. 4 
. Dr. Folliott is not trl..thoot faults.; he is sometvbat intolerant of model"n 
learning, but the reader still finds him. very appealing.. Mr. Brett-
£.mi th gi. ves hi:m this pra5.se, miich seems quite deserved • 
• • .. he is an original creation, impulsive, likeable, and. disarmingly 
:f'ull or unconcealed prejudice, which he supports, in argument, with a 
trenchant cor!JlllOnsense as dam.aging as his ovm ba.mboo.5 
Dr. Folliott is the most successful of the male charactero in all of 
the conversatlon novels. Bis zest for talk, wine, and learning is a 
paramount characteristic. He can. neither be ill-natured, nor suf'.fer 
hin1self to remain qu.iet <luring a discussion. The reader easily accepts 
him as a. character and appreciates Peacock's wit as it is exhibited 
throughout the presentation of the parson. 
Hr. Chain.mail is another believable character. He illustrates a 
crotchet,.. ... an enthusiasm .for the romanticized life of the tt-relfth century-... 
but his personality is strong enough to make him acceptable as a. person 
as well as a c:rotcheteer. Hr. Chainmail is usef'al in attempting to s.is-
tineuish betl;reen degrees of character achievernent in Peacock's books. 
In each of t.l'.le novels. there have been characters whose total claim to 
4nrett-Smith, p. mdvii. 
'Ibid., P• ~-idviii. 
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success has been their striking crotchets or unus.ua.1 personnli ty. Su eh 
persons were Mr. F'oster, Mr. Toobad of .Nightmare Abbez, .Y'JI', Sarcastic 
of Melincourt, and others. To some of' these characters, el>pecial.ly to 
Mr. Sarcastic, Peacock has given a charming personality in addition to 
an unusual crotchet, The reader more easily understands the person when 
he consists of more than just words and opinions. Just such a character 
is Mr. Chaimnail. The reader is first intriglrnd by Lady Clarinda! s des-
cription of him, 
Next to Mr. Skionar, sits Hr. Chai:nmail, a good-looking young gentleman, 
as yo-a see, ·with very antiquated tastes. He is fond of old poetry, and 
is something of a poet himself. He is deep in monkish literature, s.nd 
holds that the best state of society ·was that of the twelfth century, 
wp.en nothin~ was going fo:rward bu.-t fighting, toasting, and praying, ·which 
he says are the three great purposes for whiC'..h man was ma.de. He laraents 
bitterly over the invention of gunpo1,lder, steam, and gas, mich he says 
have ruined the 110rld. He lives within ttro or three miles, and has a. 
large ha:I.l, a.dortEd ·in.th rusty pikes. shields, heL"llets, suords, and 
tattered banners, and furnished td th yew-tree chairs, and two long, old, 
izorm-eaten oak tables, where he dines with all his household, after the 
fa.sbion of his .f~vcu.r"ite age .. · ( cc,\ p. 680) 
V.ir. Chainma.il is a.t first nothing bv.t a crotcheteer. Ile get$ into 
disputes with Doctor Folliott claimipg the superiority of romantic over 
classical literature. Ile contends ui th I4r. Muc Qlleey that the northern 
enchanter, Sir Walter Scott, has misrepresent~d the, t('lTeli':t.h .pentury by 
. : I . ,· " .• 
' 
presenting it. as 110rse than it is.. m.·. Mac Qlledy holds that it is 
presented as better than it is. Dr. liblliott ende-i the argument deciding: 
n!f the enchanter has :t'epresented the twelfth century too brightly for 
one. and too darkly !or the other of you. I should sf!(f, as an impartial 
man, he has represented it fairly." fut a "fairn representation of the 
twelfth centucy is not enough for the lear-ned Doctor .Folliott, and 
'£he priest continues his 
appraisal of Scott in this m:J . nner.. "'l''J::/ ciuarr~l irith hirn. is. that his 
rmrks c-,cmtm.11 nothing north quoting; and a book that furnishes no qaota.. 
It L~ iihen H:r. Chai.nm.ail leaves the party and -uanders :Ln search .of 
£I ruined castle that he first eYJ:iihi ts the personality nhich gi veB him 
hiD :nost acceptable place :is o. :['ully :realiz.ed character. Hie:; encounter 
id th the C!?.;,t.::i,in gi'v~s him a ehanco to e...x:press his opinion uhy the 
Crtptain left th.e boats. His view· of tlu) soldier"s depnrturo cl.if'fers 
sharply f:t•om that of the other crotchoteers, as the passages belou 
indicate .. 
Hr. Chai:mn.ail. You. vanished rrery abruptly., captt},:tn,. f:rora our party on 
the eanal. 
Captain 17":l tzchrome. '.fo tell y,JU the tra t...11,. I hnd ,l pa.rti ,~ula:r reason 
for trying the effect of absence i'ro:a1 a part of th~t party. 
I'.tt'. ChainmRil. I ~urmised as nruch: at the sa:me ·time, the unusual 
rilelancholy of an in generul mo t:it vivacious young lady me tionder at 
your having acted so precipi ta'tely. 'rl1e lndy' s heart is yours, if there 
be t:r,xth in si{").1J,. (CC, p .. 725) 
The of.her' c:rotcheteers interpret the Captain° s disnppearance in ternJ1,; 
of their om1 i:rrterests or f'1.a1.urs. 
}Ir. Philpot thought he rm.st h:ive been explorin.g a river, 12,nd fallen in 
and got cl.r01metl in the process. rnr. Fired1:i.m:p had no doubt he had been 
crossing :1 mom1tain bog,. and had been suddenly deprived of life by the 
ex:hala:t.ions of :marsh miamnata. {CC, p. 718) 
6Edmun.d Gosso remarked on Peacock's interet~t in Scott thus: iji'I'his 
interesting ~atirist displc13ed a survival of the e.,ighteenth-centuey temper 
in ni~r)tsenth ... ce.ntury i'on,1s, u:nd thought of' Volt,aire ;;rllen the rest of the 
t-JOrld was thinking of [1cott, 1:1hom Peacock considered • runusing only because 
he :misrepresented ever<Jthing .. Ht Gosse, q1glb,~il! l±?;t;.§,rature; !U :r;gu.st1;:~te_g. 
i:tecord (lfo11· Y."ork, 19J.5), ri!, ·190. 
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:Vir. Chainm.ail attempt~ to gain knowledge of 1\:1.iss Susan's parentar;e, 
but she re:fu.ses, on the grounds of personal pride, to let h:im ~Yeigh any 
constderation except her 01,m person. He then relents and asks f'or her 
band, regardless of' her f'ame or fortune.. He 111ir,s tho reader• s sympathy 
in this morr,_~mt, fo1· his feudal pride h.as been quH,E: obvious, and the 
reader views ·with pleas:ure the sincerl ty of his affection as it is sho1m 
in this action. His bravery in defending his horne and guests again$t 
aca:pt;xi.n fr1;dng' marche·rs also adds to the li::1t of his desirable traits. 
His f:r·iendship and sympathy uhich a:re extended to Captain Fitzchrome- are 
adcli tions to his adi.nirahle qualities, and seem sufficient for this argu-
m.ont. Peacock gives in his character :manliness as well as a humorous 
crotchet and the aL:i.thor is quite successful iu presenting this young 
gentleman,. 
Captain Fitzchrome is also a very successf11l character.. His person-
ality is much the sarn.e as that of Hr. Ghainmail, and m-1eds not disc.11ssion 
here. He best exhibits his personal traits during his conversations trlth 
Lady Clarinda.. His rernarlrn about the guestH seem perceptive and yet are 
tinged with hi.s affection :for her. He does not play the part of a fool 
for his love, however; when the lady dismisseB him, he leaves pro:m.ptly. 
But his fai thfulne-ss to her proves the sincerity of his afi'ection and he 
is JustlJ reHarded id th her hand in marriage. 
The noakest 1;1erabers of the party are the ho.st and his family. Hr. 
Crotchet actually has only Dr. Folliott' s friendship to :recommend him 
and doei:; not· really say or d.o anything lihi,ih allows his personality to 
be k:n.01:m. His son is a. rafo.er disagreeable sort uho is presented com,.. 
pletely without sympathy. It is not SUJ:",Pri::d,ng that the reader does not 
becmn.e concerned 11he:n Crotchet Jr.• s business is ruined. 'l'he da:u.ghter, 
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wnose :name is te.mma Lmeamnrr. s•gain, income, protitfl, says nothing at 
all. The entire f'a...':Ylily • including Lel'."lh"!l.a' s husband, Lord Bossnowl, is 
either insipid or .odiouD. Peacock's motive for ma.ldng the younger 
Crotchet unpleasant may be ,mderstood in terms or tl.1.e plot, oo. t the 
author gi.Ve$ no reason for failj.ng to develop these other characters. 
Of the crotcheteers, both Mr .. Hae Quedy, Hr~ Trillo, and to oome 
extent Hr. Ii'iredamp, are treated sympathetically and achieve a v-erta.in 
distinction of character. They are as successful as they need to be in 
terms of th.ei:r roles in the novel. 7 
Crotchet Castle achieves in the more even distribution of character 
drawing, and the pleasing ta.le nhich blends ivl th the houseparty, a degree 
of success wll:lch is creater than that of the other conversation novels. 
It gains a e;reat deal, as mentioned earlier, from Lady Clarinda" s intro-
duction of the characters at the party. The Reverend r,aetor Folliott is 
a charnrl.ng specimen or Peacock• s skill; and both Susannah and Mr. Chain ... 
mail a.re attractive romantic figures. Each of these contributes to the 
success of the novel, and each is re:membered by the 1 .. eader as a fully 
developed creation. 
Twent-y ... nine years separate the publication o.f.' Crotchet Castle and 
Peacock's last novel Q:t;Y".11. .{lrang~. The author ws seventy-five 1men his 
seventh novel wa~ released. The reader finds that Gt;.t:l:J.. Grange is essen-
tially the same type of conversation novel thatPeacock first used in 
71;·Jellek and Warren present the need for an integration of 0 no.tn 
and 0 ro1mdft characters. They expound this arg,1m.ent: "F'lat ,character-
ization'' (t.fnich commonly overlaps "static") presents a single trait. se0n 
as the do:m.inaut or socially most ob~J'ious trait. It may be caricature or 
l'.ll.ay be abstractive idealization. 0 ltoundn characterization, like ,:dynamic:• 
requires &'f)ace and emphasis; is obviously usable for ehs,racters focal for· 
point of' view or interest; hence is ordinarily combined ·with ,tnatn treat-
ment of background figures-.. the nchor,1,s,. H p. 227. 
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Headlo:qi!j EEll, but .the novelis'f;i s skill 1:n th his characters and the 
melloimess of the satire soe:m. to make it .f'ar richer. 1rJith few exceptions 
'· 
the characters are successful as,people while still representing certain 
fads· lil'hich Peacock fo,.md amusing. 
Morgana GrJ~1l is the heiress of her uncle Gregory Oryll. Nhose 
ancestry is traced from the enchantress Circe. }Ir. Gryll plans that 
his niece's hur;band lrill take his na:m.e and thus his house vrl.11 not be 
extinguished at his death. The young lady, hoHever, has not yet found 
an acceptable suitor, and Mr. Gryll begins to fear that she never will. 
Their mu tu.al friend the Reverend lbctor Opitrdan :meets a youne; :man, .Algernon 
Falconer, i:-iho:m he considers a likely candidate for J'.15.ss G-ryll' s hti;nd. 
Complications in this rom.arw0 present the1nselves in the f'o.1"l:l of seven 
sisters who are the handmaidens of iJr. Falconer. The young man cannot 
decide i:·1hich m.ode of life is tRJrth sacrificing for the other. Re knows 
that no vrl.fe uill accept the seven beautiful sisters, and he feels 
obligated to provide for these daughters of his faiwy' s household 
servants. T'ae :pal•so:n does find. seven suitors for the girlli and when 
l'l'alconer cnn no longer resist the charms of' frorgana's company, the curate 
produces his seven solutions. 1:ir. Falconer is not without a rival for 
i.\lorgana' s char.«J.s. Lord Curryf'in asks for her hand• but soon finds 
himself emotional.ly dratcm to r,ass Niphet, another guest at Qt'i:U Grans~· 
rforga.na must . accept Lord Curry.fin,. who has proposed, or release him fror.1 
'his of'fer so that he ma;r woo Iiisr: Niphet. She decides to gamble that 
:falconer will propose and graciously gives Lord Curryfin his :release. 
The young ladies of Mr. Falconer's house a.re l1appily settled, and Hr. 
Gryll is assured of bis name being peli)etuated through his niece and 
her hunband ... 
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The young ladies in this novel are quite attractive; Nlss Gryll is 
a lovely and sympathetic character. She t.Ji.ns the reader's admiration for 
her treafaa.ent of he:r uncle. She . accepts the role of housekeeper for him 
and cbes not in mzy- way discomfort him by her presence. She is able to 
judge the characters of her suitors even 1Jh.en her uncle hus not seen 
their faults. This is ill:ustrated when she gives him her reasons for 
refusing her earlier swains. 
1'!n the first place. what i,,tas your objection to the Honourable Escor 
A' Cassi He wa.s a fine, handsome, dashing fellow." 
Hiss Gr,yll. He was too dashing, uncle: he gam.bled. I did like him. 
till I discovered his evil propensity • 
.t1r. Gryll. To Sir Alley Capeli 
Hiss Gryll. He speculated; which is onl.y another nmn.e for gambling. 
He never knew from. day to day- whether he was a rich man or a beggar. 
He lived in a perpetual fever, and I 't\.1.sh to live in tranquillity. 
rrr. Gryll. To Hr. Long Ouen? 
Hiss Gcyll. He uas in debt. and kept it secret from me~ I thought he 
only wanted my fortune: but be that as it might, the concealment des-
troyed my esteem. 
l!lr. Gryll.. !Jone of these objections applied to Lord Curryf:Ll'l~ 
l:1iss Gryll. lfo, uncle; oot hg came too late. A11d besides, he soon 
found tihat suited him bettor. 
IV.iil:ls Gryll never appeals to the reader more than in ti.ro scenes ·which 
shall be cited below. In the first she shows a true sympathy tot--mrd ¥J.ss 
!~iphet and gives up her claini to Lord (.,urrcJfin .. 
l'Iiss Gryll. liy dear A.lice. you are in love, and do not choose to con.-
fess it .. 
8Peacock, G:ryJ,,l Grun~e, PP• 978 ... 979. ALl subsequent references to 
Q!Yll Grange (abbreviated GU) Nill appear parenthetically in tbe 
text. 
Niss Niphet., I have no right to he in love ::d.th your suitor. 
}ti.ss Gry11. Ho was xrw suitor, and has not renounced his pursuit: but 
he is yrrur lover. I ought to havo mien long ago, that from the moment 
his eyes ri:n-d.:,ed on you, all else "'.·ms :nothing to him.. IJifa all that 
hahi t of the 110:rld, 1~1ich en<1bles mi~n to conceal their feelings in societ;,y, 
i-Ji.th all his exertion to diffuse his attentions as much as possible among 
all the young <::"', in his co:mpany •• ,. that ,,ihen it ca.me ••• to be 
your turn to 'be attended to, the exprest:Jion of his features 1-ras changed 
• ,. • to delight and admiration.. I could not have £"ailed to see it. if' 
I had no·!:, boen occupied -rvi th 0-1:'h'?.r thoughts. 'l'ell me . candidly, do :rou 
not t:1'1ir1k it is so'? 
m.ss Ni:phct. Indeed, 1riy detu• 1°Iorga.na, I did not designedly enter into 
rivalry 11ith you: hut I do tbin..Lc you conjecture rightly. 
Niss G:r-,111. And if he w·ere free to offer hi1r1sclf' to you~ and if he did 
so off er himself, yo!l t·:nuld accept him? 
¥!.iss m.phet. 
Miss G:ryll. 
Tir:f happinesi; 
(GG, P• 943} 
Assure<lly I 1:rould .. 
'l'hen. 't·,,b,en yon next see him, he .shel.l be f rec. I have set 
on another car;t, and I tdll stand the hazard of the die. 
T.he ot,.lter scene, v:hich 'ffill be presented in defense of her chrtrac-
conversation a sportive spil"i t 1,:-iiich gives ntrtr depth and balance to her 
serious nature. She tells Lord Cu.rryfin of her rnright't to him in this 
:usf.l GrylL, You offered yourself to 1ne. to have and to hold~ for ever 
and aye.. St11)pose I claim you. Do not look so f,rightened,. You di.~se:rve 
some punishment. but that would be too severe •••• I shall make a pre-
sent of y-ou to i:'Iiss Niphct. So, .,,1.ccording to thfi old rules of chivalry, 
I order you. as nw captive by ri17.,ht, to pr·esent youri:.;elf before her , and 
tell her that. you have come to reeeive her cormna.nds, and obey them to the 
letter. (GG, P• 911,5) 
Hiss GI'Yll is acturu.ly the best of Peacock's heroines 1iho combine 
both common sense and a merry hnrnor.. Mario net ta .of li]'.ip;htm~0 £!.:'q_bey and 
Lady Clarinda of Crc_,tcpet Castle have the same f!lIY spirit, but nei.ther 
has r:Iorgana' s serious nature. Lady Clarinda depends more on her cynicismt 
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and 11ationetta does not realize any need to be serious. I1organa is kind 
in nature. and finds a suitable mate in Algernon. 
Uiss :;Uphet is as unusual a creation as she is a &11ccessi\tl one~ 
Pea.cock• s 'description of her as statue .. li..ke is not at first indicative 
of an introduction to a true character. Bu~ as her relationship 1dth 
Lord Curryfi1~ becomes ioore serious. her personali cy· begins to display 
itself. 'l'he read.er first sees her become amused at the sight of the 
young man cheerfully Sltl.nging above the stage of their Athenian ~beatre. 
?Je:1;:t she exhibits alan.1 at his careless attitude to-i,ra:rd his m·m safety. 
t-ihen s!1e sets fire to his '<linfallible sail,," the reader learns of yet 
another part of her characte.r .... -hor independent 'Hi.11 11 Peacock presents 
a graceful :picture of her skill in ska.ting and in playing shuttle-.cock. 
The reader might become air1;.rned at Lord Cu.rryfin's admiration of his 
11r.10der-.a Atalanta/1 but accepts the young lady• s ;1bility to be both 
graceful and athletic. 
It is interesting that Peacock chooses not to have his two heroines 
comp$1te at any level, Alice 11iphet skates; u:i th J.,ord Curry:fin, and causes 
Hiss llex to remark. nI have seen much graceful motion , •• but any-
thing so gracef'u:l as that double-gliding over the ice by those two 
remarkably handsome young persons, I certainly never saw before~•, 
(GG, P• 89Lf) Miss Gryll, however. 'ls caused to say. t1I have tried it 
{skatinif • • • but unsuccessfully. I admire it extremely, and regret 
my inability to participate init." (00, p. 893) Thus 1.fi.ss Hiphet is 
able to perform as the star of this scene, and yet does so td th<Yut tr!.ss 
G:cyll' s losing prestige from her · action. Hiss Gryll stars in the Athenian 
drama as Circe, but Peacock places Aliee Niphet as the leader of the 
chorus. Both young ladies can play ~'featu.re11 roles lrl..thout competing 
• 
Llryll chooses to ~ing btlllads .. displt-tys to best advantage her 
acqllisi tions without the co:r1poti tion of the other~ Alice's frankness 
of nature contrasts sor1miha t with Ho rga.na 1 ::;; playfnl spi:-d t. 'l'he reuder 
will rem01:aber l\Iorgana 0 8 clisxnissal of Lord. Curry:tin. and appreciate the 
(:ti.fference in the two 13irls' natures by contrasting the scene in ubich 
Alice accept8 Lord Curryfin as her suitor. 
Hiss ::Jiphet. Eow did she take leave of you,. crying or lau. ghing'? 
Lord Curry.fin. Why, if anything, laughing. 
t1itm lli})het. Do you not feel mortified? 
Lord Gur:ryfin. I have another avid deeper feeling, tc'hich predominatet; 
over any possible mortification. 
Hiss Niphet. Ax1d that is--
Lord Ourryf'in. Can you doubt wha:t it ict 
Hiss :.Uphe't. I nill not pretend to doubt. I have .for some ti.me been 
Fell .'.'n,a:i:~e of your pa:rt:tality for m.e. 
4t • • • 
I will not dissemble. If I hrrve had one wish stronger than another-... 
strong enough to exclu.de all others ... -it. has been for the da;y when you 
might b~ free to F,ay to m.e vhat you have nou said. Am I too frank with 
you? (GG, PP• 9l}? ... 948) 
Lord Gttrry:f'in is treated tti.th smne gentle satire 'by Peacock. The 
yonnr~ man is a victim of the fad for lecturing. and he chooses the su.b-
ject of fi~,h. Peacock reports his :3uccem1 at the lectern in this manner: 
l'he fishermen at first did not take cordially to him; but their uives 
attend,8d from curiosity, and brought their husbands with them on :nights 
not .fELvourable to fishing ••• by degrees he 1.JOn on their attention. and 
they took pleasure in hearing him, though they learned nothing; from h:1111 
that was of any use in their trade •••• He • ~ • never le.f't a place in 
which he had accepted inany invitations, w:t thout c;ivine; in rettirn a ball 
or supper on a scale of e;reo.t iTilJ.nific·ance; which filled up the meas11re 
of hls popularity, ancJ left on all his guJ.:H,ts a very e:nduring imp:ce:s-
r;ion of ti, desire to see him again.. (GU, pp. 837 ... 838) 
G1·yll sees Lord Gurryfin1 s ab:::;urdi ties. but, mueh as Ju.ice 
I:aphet, does discover that there naA a sincere desire to please all in 
his acqu.'lintance nhich made the young :man very adn1irable iti her eyes. 
T? 
She thought hi'm the most a-musing person she had ever known. She liked 
his temp01·, his acqairements, and his manners. She could :not divest 
herself of th,:1t feeling of the ludic:t'OUD r.,1hich everybody seemed to associ-
ate ,FJi th him; but ~he thouriht the chance of life presented little hope 
of a h.'.i,ppier marriage than a rroman who would full in 1d th his tastes and 
pursuits •••• Thereforet she irould not say IJo,, though, when she thought 
of Jru-. Fn.lc'Oner, she. cmild not say Yes. (GG, pp. 862,...863) 
Peaeock p'.l:'esent,s Lord Curryfi:n as a manly figure; he represents the 
skill of the gentleman in tam:.lng horses ns one laudable part of his 
nature. He is brave, though sometimes foolhardy, in his actions. 
is a very pleasant and likeable young :man, a wo:rthy rival for l?alcornsr. 
'l'here are parallels in the tlJO heroes iihich are similar to the cor-
responding traits of the heroineB. Both Gurcyfir1 an.d TI'aleoner a:i:'fa theo-
rizers--Falconer establishes ar1 elaborate mode of living which is patterned 
on hia theory of ideal beauty and his reverence for 13aint Catherine. Lord 
Garryfin lives by putting his theories into action also, but he is able 
to adopt :from the beginni.ng of the novel those conwmtionol nays of 
using hi::.; theories 1;,rhich Falconer cannot accept until the novel is end. 
Peacock presents both you:ng men ::.,:; worthy of the reader• s esteem, and the 
prohle:f'1 of the novel is not so much to find a 1,rorthy m1i tor for I1organa 
but to pair the couples properly. l\1organa emd Falcon0:r c-,0r11plement ea.ch 
other in the :majori'i::Y of' their tastes ,1r1d interests; Alie9 and Richard 
Gurryfin prose:nt the same affinity of pc:r-sonal traits. Doctor Opimian 
remarir.:c to Iifiss Gryll as they watch Richar<l and Alice skate an<ity from them. 
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'I'hey re.mind r,1e of the mythological fi.ction, that Jupiter made men and 
uofilen in pairs, like the Sia1:1ese twins; but in this way they grew co 
powerful and presumptuous, that he cut them in faro; and now the main 
business of each half is to look for the other; which is very rarely 
found, and hence so feu 111arriages a.re ha.ppy. Here the tuo halves seam 
to have met. (GU, p. 894) 
Peacock channels r;uch of the reader's interest into seeing if the correct 
pairs are finally matched_, and maintain::, the suspense necessary for tr-ds 
interest by presenting the c.lergym,a:n ~ s comments early in the novel,. 
Falconer is in some ways a puzzling figure. He is presented sym,... 
pathetically, but almost ideally so. It is hard to believe that a young 
:man would construct the idealized syste-.m of living 1mich Algernon had. 
· To be certain, Pe:1cock mentions that ijit was the dissipation of a dream 
too much above R,ortal fraility, too 1m1ch above the contingencies .of 
chance and change. to be penu.ancntly realized .. 11 (GG, pp, 980.981) 
The 6'dream, ,i hm-rever, is not ·presented. as such throughout the book, but 
i.s troated seriously and sympathetically. The legend of st. Catherine 
and the seven serving maidens 1iho represent her require some difficu.lty 
to accept serio1.1sly, and. Peacock does not treat theru. as he does his usual 
crotchet. 
Algernon is the only crotcheteer throughout the seven novel:::: 1.fuo 
gives up his crotchet. He is the only one who ''grot-w0 in u.nderst<1nding 
during the pages of the book. Peacock seemfJ to have adopted the oor1ven .. 
tional pattern of hunclling 11humour1t characters in most of his novels. 
He establishes the personality and habits of each character .for the 
purpose of the novel, and each leaves the scene essentially, the same as 
he enterod. '£hey may be brought to disappointment or happiness, usually 
the latter, as Jonson's characters are, but the reader does not !eel · 
that in a similar si wation they would, any more than Volpone or 
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Horooe, proceed in a different manner. Ronald Hason stateB that: 
The tragedy of Peacock'l 1:s charr:icters is that not one of them ever hears 
one ·word th.at t:J..rw other ir, saying. ;rhoy are little isolated ·bits of 
:Peacock hiln.self, or of Peacock's ene1i1ies, and they enunciate thei:r· 
:f:'orthrir~tit monologi.H;:i), pause for breath, . and. ret:llJ]lE-, at the correct 
int,erval. ]othing that has J;1earmhile interestD or affects them. 9 
Algernon, horrever, is able to :riot only listen ro new ideas--a trui t 
exhibi t<.:,d by Hr. 1£scot of Headlong Hall and ~~yl van. Forester of Helincqu:rt .... -
but he can also embrace a netr way of life and diGce.rd his crnn pattern 
and idealized mar.ners. Clearly this is an importa.nt step in the devel-
opment of Peacock' ~1 techniques of character dra:i.Jing. 
The diffi c:ulty which Algernon has in determining irhether to propose 
of forcing the young :man to reach a decif;ion.. f:lorgana first proposes 
th0.t she knows the thoughts 1.faich he 1rlishes to express but cannot find 
courage to say.. Before she tells him what he r::ishes to r,a~r, she makes 
hirn promi.De not to reply to her uords. or to revert to the sub;ject for 
'.Then you 11w..y say,, I have fallen in love; very irr.:rtionally • • .. very 
irrationnlly; bu.t I cannot help it. I :f'ear I .n11rnt yield to my destiny .. 
I trill try to free myself from all obstacles; I itl.11, if I ca..11, off er 
my hand where I have given. my heart. And this I. ''°rill do, if' 1 E;iver do, 
at the end of four times seven dayz: if :not then,- never. (GO, p.. 912) 
The young man 1 s sense o.f humor ls shol.rt1 in his interview tli th 
EarrJ Hedgerow, the suitor ol' one of the seven sisters. 
Falconer. rirt do you thinl"' · Dorothy would make a good farme:rv s wife1 
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Harri Hedgerow. I think, ~ir, she is so good, and so clevor, and so 
ready and willing to turn her hand to arvthing, that she Tirould be a fit 
wife i:'or a.eybody, from a lord doimwards. 
J:,J:r. :E'alconer. She is not very pretty, you know. 
Harry Hedgerow. Wot pretty, sirt If she isn't a beauty, I don't know 
Wt.lo is. 
I-Ir. :F'alconer. Well, no doubt she is a handsome girl. 
Harry Hedgerow. Handso:m_e is not tbe thing, sir... She• s beautiful. 
Mr. Falconer. Well, Harr-.r, she is beautiful,,, if' that wi;U please you .. 
. Harry Hedgerow. It does please me, sir, I ought to have knolm you 
Here joldng 1men you ss,id she vms not pretty, (GG, P• 96!,1;) 
The young gentleman--l~ •. Falconer ...... settles a fortune on each o:t the 
girls, and improves his standing with the reader even more by this action. 
Peacock chooses to develop his character slowly, but .he does build a 
sympathetic person for the reader to enjoy. 
The Lbctor Opi.mian is another cl.ergyma.n tfuo is presented most 
favorably b;f Peacock. He is milder in speech and in action than Dr. 
Folliott, but his tcwtes are very congel'1ial to those of the parson of 
Crotchet Castle.. They both are _learned in cla;;;sical literature, and 
they both enjoy good wine and possess the art of mixing a bowl of punch. 
'!'he clergym.an in Gr;rll Grange is more necessary to the action than Dr. 
Folliott was. Dr·. Opimian brings ti.11.e two young people together,, a:ud 
then produces the suitors for Falconer's seven handmaidex1s. He serves 
as ;;i. counselor both to Falconer and to Harry Hedgerow and his six 
friends. Dr. Opimian is somewhat Inore charming than .Folliott i.Il that 
the reader witnesses a ver:r pleasant ho.M.e 'life in the parsonage. The 
parson and his t-rl.fe a.re presente<l quite cordially by Peacock, and a 
portion o:f one scene ·will be given belou: 
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The Reverend Doctor Opimia.n. The uord {i..gupet8£7 signif :i.e~ t~beloved, ft 
in its pu.rest sense ..... in this sense it was applied to virgins and 
holy men. who dwelt under the :Jame roof in spiritual love. 
Hrs. Opimian. Very likely, indt1ed. You are a holy man, Doctor. but 
I think, if you were a bachelor, and I were a maid, I should not trust 
myself to be your aga--aga...- · ' 
i 
The Reverend Doctor Opimi.an. Agapete. But I never pretended to this 
sort of spiritualism. I f'ollot-red the advice of Saint Pa:ul, who says 
it is better to marry--
tirs. Opimian. You need not finish the quotation. .(GG, p,, 80.5) 
The Reverend Doctor Opiniian is vecy pleaoing in his defense of the mar ... 
ried state wh.ich he presents to Mr. Falconer. 'lhroug..hout the novel the 
clergyman is a pleasant and likeable person; Peacock intended that the 
reader should enjoy this character, and so he is able to present many 
happy scenes of the clergvi,01an.' s life. The reader can accept Dr. 
Opimian as a character readily, knowing that Opiu1i::u1 lac-ks some of the 
zest of spirit that Folliott displayed, but that a ,:rarmth of friendship 
more than replenishes this deficienc9'"' 
1,aos nex, the spinster, sho-uld be mentioned also. She is a 
pleasant character, one who is f'ully developed and who has :much the 
same history as Niss Evergreen. Hr. Forester's maiden aunt in 1:lelin-
court. She has 'been ctl,sappointed in love and has decided that she 
-.,.aa__..-
would· not be as satisfied l<Ji th a second choice as 1ni th the f'irnt she 
1,.ost, and therefore remains sing.le. Her conversation is sprightly and 
,· 
sparkles ui th gerttle wit. She is -charming when ~h.e tells Morgana of 
her mm unhappy love, oo.t she never asks for pi ty--1-Jhich is admirable .. 
The reader is te.rllpted to believe Dr. Opi..'t\ian when he observes that t:rere 
1'-1iss Ilex younger, Horgan.a ,;rould have a serious rival for Falconer'::, 
heart. Peacock completei:; in the characterization of Miss llex the 
portrait he half-drew in Iftss Evergreen. 
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Hr. Gryll and the ¢her crotcheteers are cha:rnrl.ng also. Mr. Gryll 
is preoented syr1;pathetic:iJJ.ly and is readily accepted by the reader. His 
congenial habits. and his affection for his niece all contribute to his 
development. iJ.ir. Macborrowdale, Han old friend of Nr. Gryll. a gentl'l1-
rn.an 1Jho comprised in ltlmself all that :Jcotland had ever been supposed 
to possess or mental, ooral, and political philosophy, :?I is a delirJltflll 
character. He t:rl.shcs to offend no person, and therefore chooses not 
to of.fer an opinion vk.t.ich waald oontra.tli.ct another's statement. tfnen 
Lord Curryfin discovers this habit, he arm.Wes hinn,el.f by a.nxiously 
asking for Hr. aacbo:rrowdale's opinion on all istiues. .Hr. 1'1acborrowdale 
is able to extract hin.self from each trap, but tho arausement afforded 
the· reader endea.rn the Scotchman to his heart. 
Critics suc.h as Fedden and Hason have saicf that Gryll Grange loses 
as :muclf as it :gain~ by the itnprovement in the characters. Fedden 
criticizes the dialogo.e and the rm~n:ber of classical references. 10 
Ha.son declares that t.l:le story itself r,rould f'not arreot attention in 
a wo1ilan• s :magazine, n11 Peacock: does not abandon his mode of novel 
building, but rather adds to each character n personality which is in 
adfdtion to his crotchet or iunction in the action.. Peacock began this 
practicH as early as High.tm.are Abb2,Y in dratd.ng Sc-ythrop. and continued 
it in Crotchet Castle \ti. th Mr. Chainmail and others. Peacock never 
abandons his use of opinions and fads for drawing characters, he simply 
ex:pents more fully than ever before his co,':!Jbina.tion of fad and per ... 
sonulity. 
101;,sdden. pp. 1 JLi .. 135. 
11Mason, p. 242. 
1J:·h0 i··npr::r1Je'1h0.mt iu the chm'11cterizc:-1tion of g:rxll qrafi.f_;f~ does not 
imi:,air tha force of Poacoek' s r:ati:re, but rather e.nhrmces it in the 
came 1u::mtm:c that the faller develop:01ent of i:nd'ivldua.l per~on.ru.i ties 
enhances 1'1'.i.::, crotcheteoro. 
CHliPTER V 
001\iCLUS!ON 
In an ex.icm:ination o:f 'I'.homas Lo-ve Peacock's .novels, o:ne discovers 
a progression .of characterization techniques. 'I'he characters ot: 
l\eadlonz. .lfall and Uelineourt are only tully realized -c4her1 p.e;Q,cock 
creates persons whose crotchet is so vivid antl remarkable that it, 
becomes a part of the hrun.anizing funetiQn o.f characterization, o:r 
when the characters a.re given indi'Vidu3l. personalitie~1 Hhich di.ff.ar 
only in their degrees of' ccoentricit.Jr from 11ersons!.litics oi .normal 
people. l~ight:.11are Abbey is the first novel in ·Nhich Peacock com-
bines a crotchet with a believable pe.rson.QJ.it:JT, and in i:hich his 
portrt.d ts of· the Romantic poets blend ·tsr,ith his fictiorutl person-
alities to cre1,1,te another t-'.,rpe of successful l?e.a.oockian figu.re. 
Haid ~.iarian and 'l'he Hisf"o.rtunes .2!. &lph:Ln both co:ntain successful 
characters~ but the 1najotit.Y of the characters of these 't,,il.es are 
very slightly drm·m. as are t,he b,1ckgroux.1.d f'i.g11res of the t;ypic.u 
romar~t:i.c r.i0vel. In CrotchEJt castle and .G!Xll Grang~, P.eaco<'.'.k pre... 
sents maey ful.ly developed cha:rac:t",e:rc. These per!:tons still have 
eccentricities and Cl'Otchets, b:it 'they have addition.::u. life 1-lhicb 
more tho1n satis.fies their role in the novels. L1·~ l!'olliott of 
Crotchet Castle and the young ladies, Morgan:a Gryll ~'1.t'i Alice 
Poacock' s :novelr..; who display common sense~ 1 His p:t·esence is u to 
ha,lance the exag,1rerated conversations of the majority of crotcheteers. 
'l'he young ladiEis are examples 0:±:' one of ?eacocl:' s \Hti.que interests. 
They arr3 presented as intcllectnal heroines vrl. th pleasing personali tieG 
and a high degree of' feminine clrnx·m. They are a110:ng the .first of tho 
plcas,lnt peirtr&i ts of the intell9ctual heroines of the nineteen.th 
century. 
Poacock~ rs young 1-romen exist in t.heir cmn tight. If not as lear11ed 
as the 1:1tm of hi.s n.ovels, they are as ttl tt-,r; ·!.:;hey have minds and 
nil.ls of thair ot,rn; they are independent spirits •••• Of his con-
tertporaries, only ::rcia1i h<.1,s il,n·y:t,hing like th-a smne coi..trte::ry 
tmJnrds and appreciation of lro:eien. 2 
~rnroughout the novels, one can discern the grucfaal expansion of 
Peacock's ·Ch.:ll'acteriz.:ttion techtrl.ques. In the early novels Peaoocle' s 
true charac-
ters are only incidental to his purpose of prErncnti:ng ideas for 
satirical u.,"Caminatio;;-:i. B1t as ho nrites r1ore, Peacock begins to 
incorporate additional qualities of personalicy with his presentation 
of humourD or ideas. His 1:rork 1;ti th his young 11omenl) f'irst begun Hi th 
Anthelia IJ[elincourt, eonti:nues to ixnprove untiJ. he produces char£,1ing 
charact.ers in CrotchtJt Castle and g,:r.zll Crane;~. 
wring the e:;G1uunation of Peacock's novels, one finds that there 
are two t,ypetJ of criticism 11ihic:h have been applied to his character-
1 Cf .. James Davies, ~tThon1as Love f'eaoock," 1h£ .CQ.nte1rrQQrarx RevieH, 
XXV (Apr1;1, 187~), P• 738. 1r1ord Houghton shrewdly discovers the key 
to his Lf'eacockf character and writings in an addiction of tastes, 
sentiments, and views of life to the 18th rather than the 19th century, 
and traces the ini"luence of.' that ilage of free fnnoy and oomJTJOn sense' 
in the constrttction, intention, and spirit of' his r1orks. c, 
2walter JUlen, The English !~ovel (New York, 195.5), P• 152. 
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ization attempts. The first group includes those critics, cited in 
the in'b'oduction, who del\V that Pea.cock creates living characters in 
his novels. 'l'his group does recognize "exceptionsn in his usual 
mode of character drawing, but dismisses what this thesis classifies 
as successful characters as accidents. Such critics a.re Richard 
Garnett, George Saintsbury, Ronald X,!ason, Walter Raleigh, and A. 
].1artin Freeman. The characters whom they classify as exceptions 
are Scythrop, Prince Sei thenyn, Friar m.chael, and Dr. Folliott. 
It is t.h.e contention of this thesis, supported by the character 
exrunination throughout the chapters, that not only t.he characters 
listed above, but also many others achieve reru.i ty in their respec-
ti'l1'e novels, and that it is !"eacock' s intention tho.t they do so~ 
Peacock does not produce his greatest characters by accident. but 
he develops a skill of character drawing which becomes n10re and 
more apparent through his consec-ative novels. 
Dlring the examination of the characters by novels, explanations 
·were put forth, when applicable, of instances when Peacock oombines 
one or more methods of character drawing and through this combin.-i,.. 
tion achieves depth of characterization which was lacking in an 
earlier attempt. Scythrop, 0£ Nightmare Abbey, is the first of the 
characters who are the result of Pe:...cock' s combining his portrait 
of the opinions of one of' his contemporaries, in this case Shelley, 
and a fictional. personality. '!his particular method of characteri-
zation occurs frequently in the remainder of Pea.cock's novels. 
Prince Sei theeyn is used to satirize canning's defense of the 
British Constitution, but it is the boisterous personality which 
Pea.cock creates for Seithenyn which makes him live as a character. 
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t·Jhen one cxax:Jines the novels in the order of · their publication. and 
\'men hB. recognizes that in each novel the number of successful char-
acters increase8, then it is impossible to concede that Peacock's 
people are exceptiono to general conventions of characterization. 
It is obviout1 that Peacock purposefully ixll.}?roves or expands his 
methods of · character drawing to rui t his needs, and that the · iniproved 
characters v,mich result are not accidents. 
The second type o.f criticism applies only to Peacoc.lt' s last 
novel. In this novel, as indicated above, there are a large number 
of successful ch,:tract-cro, and ·the opinion is_ advanced t..liat Peacock's 
charm suffers somewhat from his attention t.o che..racterization. Hr. 
Fedden r,itates that the clitlogue loses virility. .Mr. Mason gives 
Peacock recognition for having improved the relation of his action 
to the novel as a 'IF:ihole, but still .reels that the plot is i'a.r too 
element:.ll"Y to be noteworthy. Hr. 'Freeman, uhile recognizing that 
in Gryll Grange Peacock has created living beings, emphasizes that 
this ability in character is never a 11 strong point with him, and 
even his last book 'ti.ill not bear com:parision with the viorks of the 
artists in character-drawing. "J It is not the purpose of this 
thesis to evaluate the success oi' each o:r Peacock's novels, but to 
concentrate on the success of the characters in each book. Per-
haps another study might investigate the validi-cy- of this criticism 
of G?:1:ll Grange and in doing so ascertain t-llhat the relation of Pea... 
cock's attention to characterization has to his success as _a satirist 
and as a novelist. 
3 Freeman, P• 233. 
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Both types of cri ticisru encountered in this study center on the 
difficult problem ·Of determining a standard for judging characteri-
zatio:n. emphsized in the introduction to this thesis. the judg-
:me:nt of sr1.ccess in character drn:;;,Jing was made in termc of the char ... 
acter~ s success in relation to his 01\,n 'i•Jvr:ld of the individ:ual 
It 
novels.~, rhe vividness of a charactf:-Jr' t".i personality--his ability 
to cor::vince the :reader that he remains, in spite of his eccentrici-
ties, true to hm:nan nature to a dE,gree accepto.ble to the reader--is 
the criterion .for the evaluation., Since it obvious that 
other criteria Hre l1,.md by· some of the critics, a suggestion for a 
':i:hc c:citics tihose works appear· in the introch:!ction bave ;;urely 
been somei.ft1at influenced by the naturalistic .m.ode then pr•c,n1iling in 
fiction. The novel~ r,;:hich uere :m.ost popular during the yos.rs of 
these nont 3 publications, 1900-1945, were influenced by the r1:?nlistic 
and naturalistic movements in literature. In the biographies and 
cri tic.iJ. mnQ:uations of Peacock' f; work in which these men .state 
their opinions, they do not mention 1:<J'hat r;tanc1a1·ds they use for 
4~ . 
'--'I.. Glennth Brooks and R,ibert Penn Wl:rren, Ui:_:1ders:tandin1t l'ictit)Jl, 
(2nd ed., Jew York. 19.59), p. 173. ~•since a work of literature does 
not pr,)tend to be a fa.ctu.o.1 docu:nent of actual ev·ent::;, but a typical 
and representative 1 action, r the demands of tro.th of co:rreb-pondence 
tend to be limited to etJirrespondence to huFtan nature l1J1d to tht=, hu-
m.an norms. • • • A character must be credible ...... :must n1ake sense, :must 
be abl$ to conmtci.n:d our b€~lief'. 'I'rcle, the character in question 
be eccentric •••• Bit his thoughts and actions :must ultimately be 
coho:rent~ 11 A <listi:nctio:n betuee:n non-fiction fiction :ls plainly 
draim. ~'History and biograohy give us -what may be called truth of 
correnpondonce. ,. •• But fiction :'.ts no·t f'nGt, and its 'truth' does 
not involve a correspondence to something outside itself--at least 
not in the ,way in vJhieh history biography involve rtuch correspond-
ence.'~ p. 27. 
evaluation. It is ruggested that perhaps an examination of additional 
uork by each critic 1rrould yield BUfficient evidence to isolate his 
particular standard for characteriza:tion. If it should prove that 
each critic dreH f'rom. the naturalistic m.o-vement' s techniques for hi$ 
judgment. then the examinat.i.on should att~mpt to determine if such 
criteria are valid for all characterization studies. :Martin Stein-
man.n e:mphasizes the need to isolate technique before passing critical 
appraisal. 
Ue must, I think, conclude that the critic or the reader brought up 
by the new real.ism to think of it as an ideal bwar-d ·which the old 
novel 'i1as buublingly striving will seriously misread the old novel 
and, indeed. oo:me of the new. If concern i.d th technique in li tera ... 
ture is concern Hi th uorking within a set of conventions, then the 
old rnvel is as mueh concerno<l with technique as the new: but with 
a differEmt technique • ~ ... there is abundant evidetlce, internal and 
external,. of this concern. 'lhe reader t1ho goes to Peacock, f;icke.na, 
or Emily Bronte--or, for tha~ matter, to T. F. Powys, Lai.rrence, or 
Faulkner ... -equipped onl,y ldt,t. the poetic of the neu realism invites 
both beinldorm.ont and disappointment. 
1:-Je need not, of course, choose between the old novel and the 
nevr. I:leither bas displaced the other; both ;u•e ·with us; :1nd ne 
should rejoice that they are. • • • Trlhat we should not do is to talce 
so narrow a. view of literary conventions that 1ro are .forced to choose 
r: between them.J ' 
T"nomas Love Peacock• .s development of characterization techniques 
1::#1s illustrated throughout this thesis. Successful characters are 
found 5..:n the early novels. hv.t the proportion of coherent chD.racters 
increases in ea.ch s:i.cceediug novel until Gey:11 Grange, the last and 
most successf'ul. It is sufficient for the pur9ose of this thesis to 
have crxamined and e1r.plained J?eacock' s characterization techniques, but. 
r, 
- t:Iart:i.n Dtein.lTia.nn, ed., ~ ~ Austen !2_ Joseph Conrad: ~sa;y:§ 
Collected!!! Hem.orz 2f. James 'l'. Hillhouse (Hinneapolis, 1958), 
PP• 305-306. 
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the author feels that the roost important contribution of this work 
has been to emphasize the idea that vivid characterization is an 
acceptable device just as is n:.1turalistic charactei"ization. T'nis 
emphasis ca:n. best be obtained through tho exmnination of a novelist 
t:. 
such as Peacock. His 1rorks have been praised ttl.th few qualifications, 0 
and it is fit.ting, therefore. that his characters receivo their de-
served recog,7tl ticm. This recogni. tion ·will not be gi van if each 
novelist :roust be judged by one standard of character drawing. Both 
lJellek and l'larren a.nd T. s. Fz.'liot have defined acceptable standards 
for judging character.ization. '.fuese standards could be applied to 
other :noirelists ·whose purposes resemble those of :Peacock, and in 
doing so their worlcs may gain nau stature, imch the author of this 
thesis feels that Peacock1 s novels have. 
6cr. Allen, p. 152. n110 is a noval.ist-... one of a very small 
number--mose work attracts us more, and is increasingly :more impor ... 
tant, t..1-.te longer the period of time since its first appearance, and 
as tho existence 0£ civilization becomes the more precarious, the 
more precious it will be. u 
Cf. Brett-Snrl.th, pp. ccx-ccxi.. 0 Ilis novels are like nothing else 
in tho langu_age; we r.1ey- call them, bookish, and protest that even the 
best oi' his characters ure types, and mouthpieces for the a-11 thor' s 
views; and bookish and opinionated in some sort they arc. · But wa.s 
there ever a merely bookish author in.th so keen a zest in lif'e, so 
riotous a love of physical drolleey and rough ... a.nd-tumble, so dis-
cerning an eye for the i-r.ws of the world? n 
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